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ASEPTIC AND ANTISEPTIC SURGERY AS APPLIED TO

OUR CONDITIONS IN CHINA,

By Edgerton H. Hart, M.D.

The question has often been asked me in China as well as at home,

Can you apply our modern methods in your surgical work ? Invariably

my answer has been yes.

Our subject reads, Aseptic and Antiseptic Surgery as Applied to

our Conditions in China. Let us consider wherein the difference in

conditions exists.

First. The lack of cleanly habits among our attendants.

Second. The mode of dress used by the Chinese.

Third. The undeveloped technical conscience as evidenced by cba

pu to, swei bien, puh iao kin, etc.

Fourth. The necessity of economy in supplies.

Fifth. The short time we have our cases in hand for preparation.

My first endeavor is to have as few assistants as possible and train.

them well. Personally to teach them to cut their nails short, apply the

nail brush and use sufficient soap and water as well as a liberal

allowance of time for the work. Clean running water is an impossibility
with the great majority, but three or four changes of boiled and filtered

hot water answer the requirements. It is also necessary to constantly
call the attention of attendants to the necessity of taking proper care of

their hair and to see that the queue is not only well braided but kept
out of basins, pails, etc.

To control the clothing of assistants as far as practicable by insisting
on the purchase of washable underwear, the sleeves of which may be
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rolled up to the elbow ; personally to inspect clothing and person of assist

ants and allow in the operating-room no one who has not bared his arms

and well washed them to the elbow, and has wash clothing over his

wadded garments.

The technical conscience is a matter of slow growth, and this need

is at present partially supplied by their imitative qualities and known

honesty of purpose. Dr. J. Clarence Webster in one of his lectures

quotes from Dr. James, of Harvard, on the Psychology of Habit as

follows :—

"That outer objects fashion themselves a chain of impulses from

the brain. The influence of the outer objects, being felt often enough at

last, waken consciously only the initial impulse, and the result is reflex

action or habit."

' '

To concentrate forever upon the primary details of actions would

result in no progress. Neither the surgeon or his assistant can afford

such an expenditure of attention. The details must be left to what is

known as the
'

muscle sense,
'

the
'

spinal centers
'

or habit. But

while consciousness finally discards care of primary details, in the

beginning consciousness must be unerring in seeing that muscles are

never taught wrong." The aseptic habit therefore is a matter of time

with every one, but iu the learning time work must be done. One

quality which helps largely is honesty. A man who falsifies can

have no place in a well ordered operating-room. But as one is not

omnipresent, appliances should be of the least complex construction and

methods the simplest possible. My thought has always been that per

fection lies along the line of simplicity both in methods of work and also in

instruments used. Dr. A. J. Ochsner, of Chicago, addressing the Ameri

can Surgical Association in 1904, said : "Surgery ismore and more coming
to be a very reasonable, logical profession, and in developing a system

of aseptic practice one can count with much greater certainty upon the

probability that every one concerned will carry out the details if he is

expected to do things which would appeal to a sensible person than if

he is expected to go through an unreasonable routine performance."

Under our fourth heading of economy in supplies we will note

first the sterilization of instruments. The simplest and cheapest method

being boiling in a soda bicarbonate solution. A very useful sterilizer

may be made of an oil can cut in half lengthwise with cover fitted and

inner perforated tray for containing instruments. Indeed the kerosene

oil tin fills a variety of needs in dressing cans, bandage boxes, water

boilers, waste cotton receivers, etc., enameled white on the outside.

They are easily made, and while not too durable call for almost no
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outlay. Another easily provided dressing room furnishing is white

glazed jars having covers with handles. They can be procured for

about half a dollar ; made to order as to height and diameter. The

glazed surface makes them easily sterilized, and they can be replaced
for about a sixth of the cost of the crystal cylinder jar. These jars

may be readily sterilized by boiling for quarter of an hour in a common

wash boiler. Enamel solution basins, pitchers, irrigators, and pus basins

are within the reach of all of our institutions and are an absolute

necessity. Boilng in the above mentioned wash boiler and being
transfered from there by forceps to a sterile cotton bag in which they

may be tied, is as effective as dry sterilization. Knives, scissors

and needles can be prepared by the ordinary carbolic and alcohol

procedure. The acid and alcohol can be preserved for repeated uses.

Other chemicals may be used; Dr. Seiin uses cuolin ; Dr. Webster

cunosol. We have thus far found the carbolic acid and alcohol

method satisfactory.

Water tanks and sterilizer for dressings are a great convenience.

Few of us can have steam sterilizers, but a very good Rochester

sterilizer with iyi cubic feet for dressings, with hot air and steam

attachments, also two copper tanks holding twenty gallons, with faucets

and gauges, can be landed here for about $60 gold. A blue flame oil

stove with three burners makes a good stand for the water tanks and

a clean desirable arrangement for the operating-room.

In suture material, silk and horse hair are both easily procured.

Glass microscope slides, cut in two, make a convenient spool for the silk,

which may be boiled in one per cent, soda solution ten minutes ; boil in

water ten minutes; keep in ninety-five per cent, alcohol. Horsehair:

scrub with green soap, soak in cold water, rinse in several waters,

soak in ether twenty-four hours, boil in sterile water twenty minutes,

keep in ninety-five per cent, alcohol.

Prepared catgut is always an expensive item. In one hospital 180

tubes from Van Horn cost $37.50, while the same amount prepared

locally cost $10.00. Another hospital reports a saving of $35.00 on 500

strands by local preparation. Many methods are in use, and I should be

glad to hear suggestions for chromosized, iodized, or formalin prepara

tions. Dr. Senn's formalin method is as follows : Roll the catgut, without

any previous preparation, in a single layer upon glass rods. Tie the

ends securely. Immerse in formalin five per cent for twenty-four hours.

Wash by immersing in sterile water for twenty-four hours. Change

every hour (running water is better). Boil from ten to eighteen minutes

according to size. Preserve in alcohol ninety-five per cent., to which
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has been added five per cent, iodoform, eighty-four per cent, glycerine.

This solution can be made by using

Iodoform Emulsion • ■ • dr. 1 J^
to Alcohol ... ..

oz. iv.

Chroinosized Catgut is prepared as follows :—

Catgut
oz. i.

Chromic Acid grs. iv.

Carbolic Acid, 95 per cent. ..* oz. i.

Alcohol, 95 per cent oz. xx.

Dissolve oil from catgut with ether, allow ether to evaporate.

Dissolve chromic acid in dr. i. of sterile water, add to alcohol. Eastly

add ninety-five per cent, carbolic acid, Which gives the solution an amber

color ; add catgut without winding. Keep in solution from forty-eight

hours to one week according to size. Keep jar tightly covered. Roll on

glass rods a single layer. Tie ends securely and boil in ninety-five per

cent, alcohol, three times, two days apart, boiling in all forty-five

minutes, keep in ninety-five per cent, alcohol. The ordinary mason jar

will answer instead of the Regulation metal boiler, if the precaution of

filling the jar only two-thirds full and not screwing the cap down

absolutely tight. There must be always enough alcohol to cover the

catgut, one can count upon the evaporation of about one-third of the

alcohol in boiling. Ends of catgut may be used over by boiling again

in absolute alcohol.

The most important and costly of all surgical supplies is absorbent

gauze. I believe in using a good grade of gauze, buying in bolts rather

than rolls, as it cuts to better advantage. Miss MacDonald writing on

the subject of
"

Economy in Use of surgical supplies" in the American

fourlial ofNursing for July, 1906, says :
"

The most remarkable saving

in the outlay for gauze has come from the washing and rinsing of gauze

dressings. Many hospitals are beginning to do this. Many more

have not made the attempt. Repeated bacteriological tests have proved

the entire safety of using gauze that has been washed, and all hospitals

that have tried it are proving its great economy. This practice has been

in use to a greater or less degree in the Johns Hopkins Hospital for

thirteen years. At first only the large pieces were washed in the ward

by the nurses, but for the past eight years it has been sent to the laundry

in ever-increasing quantities until it is now estimated that a little less

than half of the monthly order of 17,000 yards is re-used.

In another hospital where this practice has recently been begun
it is stated that they wash all of their gauze and find it perfectly

satisfactory in every way, saving thereby $95.00 a month. Each of
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these hospitals referred to averages about 200 operations a month and

uses nearly two-thirds of the amount ordered in the operating-rooms.
In striking contrast to this come two other of our large hospitals,

averaging only from sixty to seventy operations a month and where no

gauze is washed, and where the order amounts anywhere from ten

to twenty-one thousand yards per month, with only about one-third of

the number of patients treated. A simple method of washing gauze

that could be employed in almost any institution, however small, is as

follows :
"
The gauze is placed in a washer and soaked over night in

cold water to remove the stains, then washed in warm water, rinsed

and boiled one-half hour, rinsed again and the water thoroughly removed

in the extractor and sent to the supply-room, where it is more easily

stretched while damp." Abdominal sponges are laundried and rinsed.

I find this practice in vogue with such eminent surgeons as the Mayo

Brothers. For ordinary purposes we use in Wuhu cotton sponges

covered with a layer of gauze ; pads for dressing are made of absorbent

cotton with a covering of gauze on both sides.

We are all acquainted with the expense of metal cases for the

sterilization of supplies. In one hospital the writer knows $7.00 gold

was paid for dressing can and $14.00 gold for apron cans. By repeated

bacteriological tests it has been demonstrated that two thicknesses of

factory cotton or one of heavier twilled cotton make a perfectly safe

covering for sterile supplies; a certain coarse, close woven
"

lao pu
"

makes an inexpensive wrapping. This sterilizing each piece separately

rather than in cans, also saves opening up more articles than are used.

The re-sterilization of all goods in supply closet twice a week insures

safety. In hot weather goods cannot safely be left so long, but

by boiling materials in Mason jars they may be kept dry and free

from mold.

There seems to be a growing tendency in the United States to

discontinue the use of medicated gauzes. "Iodoform gauze for drains

is an expensive item, the bill in one hospital last year for the powder

used in the general surgical operating room alone amounting to $360.00

gold. This did not include gauze used, or time necessary for its prepa

ration. There are occasions when one feels the necessity of using

iodoform gauze, which can be prepared by the following simple method :—

Make gauze strips of the desired length and width and immerse in the

following solution : One pint saturated solution of boric acid ; to this

add green soap to make a good suds, boil half an hour. After this, add to

boiling solution one ounce of iodoform powder by measure ; boil for ten

minutes, exactly. When cold, add carbolic acid, 95 per cent., one
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drachm. Stir solution often. Roll strips and keep iu sterile jars.

Castile soap is a good substitute for the green soap.

The pressure of work and lack of suitable helpers makes it impossi

ble to give an elaborate preparation for operations. The example of

such successful surgeons as the Mayo Brothers leads one to the belief

that it is unnecessary. To support this argument allow me to refer to

an article recently written by Miss Jammd of their hospital.
"
Has it been

demonstrated that good results are compatible with economical tech

nique ? It has. In an important operating-room, where the chief efforts

in the matter of technique are directed towards simplifying the methods

and at the same time secure good results, 3,836 operations were per

formed last year ; of these 2,157 were intraperitoneal, of which the total

death rate was 2.1 per cent. Primary healing was generally obtained.

"In this operating-room the chances for infection are reduced by

minimum requirements in the number of assistants at an operation ; in the

handling of instruments and dressings, in the amount of space through

which instruments, dressings, basins, etc., are carried. There is no

preparation of the skin until the ansesthetic is started on the operating-

table, with the exception of shaving, which is done in the ward. The

field of operation is thoroughly cleaned with soap and sterile water,

using a piece of sterile gauze rinsed well with sterile water, after which

follows a light sponging with Harrington's solution. (For Formula

see Dr. Venable' s Article, page 7, January number, China Medical

Journal.) Four sterile towels are then placed in position, surrounding

the area of operation. This preparation takes about five minutes,

and is done while anaesthesia is progressing, and the surgeon changing
his sleeves and gloves. The dressing covering the wound in abdominal

cases consists of a strip of gauze, a square of absorbent cotton, and one

of common cotton, held in place with strips of adhesive plaster. Over

this is adjusted a bandage made of gauze five yards long, folded the

lengthwise of the gauze, for thicknesses. This is put on as a double

spica of the groin and makes a most effective and comfortable bandage.
When removed in the ward it is sent to the laundry and returned to the

ward for further use."

To summarise : We find that notwithstanding the Chinese natural

tendency to be dirty we are able to train assistants to be clean. We

have also been able to get our assistants to dress in an economical and

practical manner. Assistants who are under foreign supervision can be

trained to be exact and develop a surgical conscience. I believe it is

daily demonstrated in many hospitals in China that aseptic surgery is a

possibility, despite exacting economy and immature scientific instinct.
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I. CHRONIC INTUS-SUSCEPTION.

By James. L. Maxwell, M.D., Tainan, Formosa.

As three cases of this serious complaint have been admitted for

treatment in the Tainan Hospital during the past few months and have

formed, both as to diagnosis and treatment, a series of some considerable

importance, I feel that their publication may be not without interest.

With regard to the frequency of the disease it is very difficult to come

to any certain conclusions ; at home it is regarded as a complaint of very

rare occurrence in adults, but I cannot help feeling that it is much more

commonly met with out here, and reviewing past cases of serious ab

dominal disease, where on account of the critical condition of the patient
or for other reasons no operative treatment has been undertaken, I

am led to the belief that other cases have passed through our wards

undiagnosed.

The history of the cases is as follows :
—

i. Tsan Cheng, male, aged twenty-eight, was admitted to the

hospital on the 6th June, 1906, stating that he was suffering from

dysentery.

The patient was iu a weak and emaciated condition and gave a most

unsatisfactory history. He thought he had been ill rather more than

two months, and stated that his illness began with pain in the abdomen

and passage of blood and mucous. On examination the abdomen was

hard and retracted, and tender all along the course of the ascending and

transverse colon. The patient was certain that there had never been any

vomiting. No lump could be felt, although repeated examinations were

made. The stools consisted of blood and mucous and a small amount

of faecal matter. They were very frequent, and on microscopical

examination contained amoebae. Pain was at times severe and par

oxysmal and was referred to the abdomen in general, but more particularly

to the area of the hepatic flexure of the colon. A diagnosis of chronic

dysentery was made and the usual treatment given, but the patient

appeared steadily to get worse, so I resolved to perform the operation of

appendicostomy and wash out the colon from above. The patient

was placed under chloroform on July 3rd and a small incision made over

the appendix, just large enough to admit two fingers. A prolonged

search failed to discover the appendix, so the incision was extended

upwards and the true nature of the case then, at last, became apparent.

A large intus-susception was found lying principally below and covered

up by the liver, and the greater part of this was totally irreducible.
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The whole intus-susception was rapidly excised and end to end union

made with a Murphy's button. The operation, however, proved too

much for the patient in his seriously reduced condition, and he succumbed

to shock a few hours later.

2. L,i Tang-tek, male, aged fifty-six, was admitted to the hospital on

the 12th November, 1906, stating that he was suffering from dysentery.

His history was that one month before he had been siezed with pain in

the abdomen, which was followed by the passage of blood and mucous.

He was unaware of anything which could have been the primary cause

of the attack. He had never vomited. Pain was markedly paroxysmal

over the hepatic flexure of the colon. The abdominal walls were thick

and no tumour could be felt. The stools were very frequent and con

tained blood, mucous and a little faecal matter. Remembering the former

case, I made a provisional diagnosis of inter-susception, and seeing that

after a few days the patient was making no progress with anti-dysenteric

treatment I decided to operate.

On the 18th November patient was put under chloroform and

laparotomy performed. A large intus-susception being found in the

same position as in the earlier case.

The mass was drawn out of the abdomen and reduced slightly in

size and a lateral anastomosis performed with a Murphy's button. The

patient stood the operation fairly well and seemed for a time to be

doing very well. The bowels were opened naturally on the 2nd day, but

the patient failed to gain strength, and though complaining of no ab

dominal pain gradually sank and died seventy-two hours after operation.

Post mortem : On reopening the wound to recover the button no sign of

peritonitis was found except for a little sticky lymph near the site of

anastomosis. There was no leakage of intestinal contents, but a very

small area of necrotic tissue was found at the under surface of the button.

The edges of the abdominal incision showed little inclination to unite.

3. Kho Eau-tit, male, aged nineteen, was admitted to the hospital
on March 9th, 1907, stating that he was suffering from dysentery. The

history given was that on February 8th he quarrelled with another boy,
who hit him in the stomach. For five days later he had no trouble, but

then passed pure blood for three or four days ; after that pain in the

abdomen and dysenteric stools. There had been no vomiting.

On examination a large sausage-shaped tumour was discovered lying

along the course of the transverse colon. There was no abdominal dis

tension. Very severe paroxysmal pains were complained of at times

over the area of the tumour. The stools consisted of mucous and blood

and a little fsecal matter. As soon as the consent of his father could be
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obtained the patient was operated upon. On March 16th, under chloro

form, the abdomen was opened and the intus-susception reduced as far as

possible, which was till a lump the size of a large orange was reached;

further reduction being made impossible by adhesions. Lateral anasto

mosis by suture was then performed as described by Kocher in his work

on operative surgery. I quote the description as given in that work :—

"The two pieces of gut are placed with their ante-mesenteric as

pects in opposition. They are emptied by pressing the contents along

the bowel aud by compression above and below by applying two pairs

of clamps. A longitudinal continuous serous suture is then put in along

the convexities of both pieces of gut for two inches, and the ends of the

sature are left long, with a needle threaded on one of them. A longi

tudinal incision is now made in each piece of gut a quarter inch from the

sutures for a distance of not quite two inches and a continuous suture is

put in through all the coats. This brings the two openings into opposi

tion. Lastly, the other half of the serous suture is introduced. A safe

communication is thus rapidly established."

As a further safeguard I added an omental graft to my union.

The patient, who was in a very poor condition, suffered very little

from shock, and was completely freed from abdominal pain at once,

and convalescence was as rapid as it possibly could be. No drugs were

administered. The feeding was as follows : 1st day, hot water only ;

2nd day, albumen water by the mouth ; 3rd, 4th, 5th days, milk ; after

wards gradually returning to ordinary food. Bowels were opened on

the 5th day by enema, and after that were moved daily without assist

ance. Patient was allowed up on the 15th day and returned to his

home on the 23rd day after operation.

It is difficult to know what the mortality of these operations at

home is, but according to the text-books to my hand all forms of opera

tion for irreducible intus-susception are attended with a very high

death rate. This is not surprising when the very weak state of the

patients who have allowed the disease to reach a chronic condition is

remembered.

Looking back at the cases there are evidently two points of great

importance : first the diagnosis and secondly the mode of operative

treatment.

With regard to diagnosis, to any like myself who have seen the

disease previously only in young children, the diagnosis holds many

points of difficulty. Just to note these which of course are only negative

points to a preconceived opinion ; they are :
—

The absence of vomiting in all three cases.
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The absence of any signs of intestinal obstruction in all three cases.

The absence of palpable tumour in the first two of the cases, and

this was particularly striking in the first case of all, where the patient

was thin and emaciated with a retracted abdomen.

From what I have observed in these cases I shall, until future

experience proves it false, lay the greatest stress on the conjunction of

dysenteric symptoms with a paroxysmal pain in the line of the colon,

especially over the hepatic flexure. In all these cases this was most

marked, and it was the pain that made the patients not only ready but

anxious for operative measures. The pain was quite distinct from any

ordinary colic, and I have never seen anything just like it in dysentery,

though dysenteric pains are often very severe. Further as my first case

showed, one must be on the lookout not to be deceived in diagnosis by

the mere presence of amoebae in the stools.

With regard to operative measures, I have now no hesitation in

utterly condemning the operation practiced on my first case. While it

is more satisfactory to feel that one has removed all diseased tissue, yet

there must be few patients who, after suffering for a month or more

from intus-susception, could still survive an extensive resection of the

bowel.

With regard to the form of lateral anastomosis there is probably

really little to choose. Personally I dislike the mechanical contrivances,

but the death of the second patient I attribute almost wholly to his

advanced years ; had he been a few years younger he probably would

have done all right.

The operation described on the third case proved so easy in per

formance and so successful in result that I shall myself certainly employ
it in any future case I have to deal with. The operation was made a

little more difficult than it otherwise would have been by the shortness

congenital or inflammatory, of the transverse meso-colon.

II. TRUE HYPERTROPHY OF BREASTS.

A photograph showing a very good example of this very rare

condition is to be found in this number of the Journal. Before giving
the few notes I have of the case I would append a few general
remarks on this disease. I have not previously had the good fortune

to meet with a case, and these notes are taken mostly from Green's

Encyclopedia Medica.

The disease is said to be more common in tropical than in temperate
climates. In true hypertrophy both breasts are almost invariably
affected, either simultaneously or the one shortly after the other.
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As to causation, all that can be said is that puberty and pregnancy

generally initiate the enlargement, which is greatly in excess of, as well

as more progressive than, the evolution which normally occurs at these

periods. In a few instances breasts have become abnormally enlarged

during pregnancy, have subsequently diminished in size, to become still

further hypertrophic at the next pregnancy. Occasionally the hyper

trophy does not make its appearance till the fortieth year and may be

unconnected with pregnancy ; in these cases the enlargement is less

rapid and soon comes to a standstill.

In the cases which develop during pregnancy the parenchyma takes

an active part in the overgrowth, and the breast on section is seen to be

made up of a collection of more or less well circumscribed, lobular,

fibro-parenchymatous masses embedded in a loose perilobular stroma.

The skin is usually normal aud non-adherent. The nipple is often effaced

and the areola greatly expanded. Pain is seldom complained of, but the

patient is greatly inconvenienced by the size and weight of the organ.

It has been stated that hypertrophied breasts do not secrete milk ; on the

other hand, cases are recorded in which an excessive secretion of normal

milk has been observed in breasts which have became hypertrophied

during pregnancy.

In many cases, fortunately, growth is spontaneously arrested. In

cases which are both acute and progressive the breasts may reach a

weight of from 10 to 20 lbs., or even more.

In consequence of the low vitality of the tissue, very slight injury

suffices to set up ulceration, followed by gangrene and death from blood-

poisoning. The only really satisfactory treatment for this condition is

amputation of the affected organ. Patient should be placed for two or

three days in the recumbent position, applying pressure and elevation

to empty the breast of blood.

Haemorrhage may be reduced to a minimum by applying a rubber

tourniquet to the base of the organ on the proximal side of two skewers

passed through the base. The second breast may be removed as soon

as the patient has sufficiently recovered from the first operation.

The patient, a Chinese woman aged twenty-four, was admitted to

the Tainan Hospital on July 12th, 1907. She was very strong and

healthy in appearance, and had never met with any serious illness.

Catamenia had commenced about the usual time aud had been regular

up to February of this year.

Patient had been married about two years. Catamenia ceased in

February, and about the same time the enlargement of the breasts began.
Patient was not aware she was pregnant, believing that the cessation of
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the menses was due to the enlargement of the breasts. She complained

of no pain whatever, but very much of the discomfort caused by the

weight of the organs and of the notice which the peculiar shape of her

figure attracted ; this was still more emphasized by the fact that she was

short in stature.

On examination the patient proved to be about five months' preg

nant. The enlarged breasts, reached, when standing, to just below the

umbilicus. The areola was greatly expanded and the nipples almost

effaced. The skin of the breasts was perfectly healthy and pliant, and

there was no trace of thickening such as accompanies elephantiasis.

The case may therefore be described as a typical example of acute

hypertrophy of the breasts as described in the foregoing notes.

With regard to treatment I advised amputation of the breasts, and

to this she readily consented at first. Later when told she was pregnant

she decided to wait till her pregnancy was over, in the hope of still being

able to rear her infant, though it is difficult to imagine how an infant

could be suckled at such breasts.

Of course it was impossible to accurately determine the weight of

the affected organs, but to the hand they felt as if each would weigh

about 15 or 20 lbs.

NECROSIS OF THE FEMUR.*

W. E. Pldmmer, M.D., Wenchow.

When Dr. Davenport first asked me to read this paper I hesitated,

because as will be seen later on, my experience of necrosis in this bone

has been very limited, and the cases in which I have operated have

derived but little benefit, so that I should have preferred to listen to

a surgeon, who from successful treatment of these patients, could tell

us when and how to operate. I explained these facts to Dr. Davenport,
and also that my small library would not help me to do much more than

place the difficulties before you ; notwithstanding, he still desired me to

undertake this subject, so I have prepared this paper in the hope that
the study and discussion will make the treatment of these chronic cases

easier in the future.

Necrosis in bone can be compared to gangrene in soft tissues

while caries is a molecular death resembling ulceration. The patholog-
* Conference paper, 1907.
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ical processes which lead to necrosis are similar to those which occur

during inflammation elsewhere. Thus as in the skin and muscles,

inflammation may be slight, so that the part perfectly recovers its

structure and function, or when more severe goes on to suppuration,

which destroys the parts, and when healing takes place leaves a perma

nent scar, or, when started by a very toxic substance, local death ensues ;

so in bone these different degrees of inflammation are seen, and any one

of them may lead to necrosis.

In the severe forms death may take place, as in gangrene, from the

severity of the infection ; where the poison is slighter, pus may be

formed at one spot, and if it could escape, the result would not be so

serious ; but being confined by the bone and periosteum, it forces its

way up the medullary canal or beneath the periosteum, and thus by

cutting off the blood supply, enables the micrococci the more easily to

do their work of destruction.

Necrosis may also result from the sclerosis in bone which follows

acute inflammation, but more commonly osteosclerosis follows an inflam

mation which has been chronic from the beginning ; the chronic inflam

mation leading as in other tissues to fibrosis, in bone to hyperostosis and

sclerosis which obliterates the haversian canals and produces death of

the enclosed osseous structures by cutting off the blood supply.

The necrosed piece of bone, if on the external surface and small,

may escape by one of the fistulous tracts and healing ensue ; but in

central necrosis the surgeon's help is commonly needed, as the sequestrum

is surrounded by new bone in which there are generally openings called

cloacae for the pus to escape.

Necrosis is almost always caused by micro-organisms, although the

part may be predisposed to disease by injury. Many germs have the

power of giving rise to inflammation which may end in necrosis, but by far

the most common agent is the staphylococcus aureus. This coccus gives

rise to the disease commonly known as acute necrosis, and it also is the

cause of some of the more chronic forms of inflammation, some of which

are, and some of which are not, accompanied by the formation of pus.

When inflammation has led to the formation of a large sequestrum the

trouble is almost always started by the staphylococcus aureus. Scarlet

fever and typhoid fever may be followed by necrosis, but then as a rule

the dead bone is of small size ; this small piece of necrosed bone may,

however, give rise to a large inflammatory growth around it, which may

be mistaken for more serious conditions. Tubercle most often causes

molecular death, but sometimes small fragments of bone are found in a

chronic abscess cavity. Syphilis causes periostitis which may lead to
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superficial necrosis as will also a superficial gumma. Gummata, more

deeply placed, may cause considerable osteoplastic growth around,

which, owing to pressure on the blood vessels, leads to necrosis as

already described.

All these diseases, with the exception of syphilis, are most potent

for evil before the skeleton has reached maturity ; the junction of the

shaft with the epiphyses being especially vulnerable. This explains

why the lower end of the femur and the upper end of the tibia

(epiphyses which are late in uniting and much exposed to injury) are

so liable to be diseased.

We are all familiar with the text-book description of the course of

acute necrosis, but I think one is apt to overlook the importance of

the more chronic causes of necrosis, and therefore it may be worth

while to read the following account of cases recorded in Erichsen's

Surgery :
—

A girl, aged fourteen, complained of persistent pain in the buttock

after an attack of rheumatic fever ; a hard brawny swelling gradually

formed during the following year. It was aspirated, but nothing was

found, and fears were entertained that it might be a sarcoma. Some

weeks after, a few drops of pus escaped from the puncture, and on dilat

ing the opening, a small sequestrum, about the size of a thumb-nail,

was detached from the side of the pelvis.

A man, aged thirty-five, complained of a slowly growing tumour,

about two and a half inches in diameter, under the right nipple, that

had appeared some months after typhoid fever. He was sent into

University College Hospital as a case of scirrhus of the male breast.

There was one enlarged gland in the axilla, and there seemed no doubt

about the diagnosis, but to avoid any possibility of error, a deep incision

was made into the growth, which grated under the knife and felt and

looked like scirrhus. It was accordingly removed, when a small cavity
half an inch in diameter was found beneath, containing some caseating
granulation tissue ; the finger passed from this through the pectoralis
major to a small sequestrum on the fifth rib.

Necrosis occurring in the femur follows the same pathological

process as when dead bone is formed in other osseous tissue, but in the

femur the process is of especial interest and importance on account of

the anatomy of the part. The upper end of the bone is frequently
attacked by tubercle and the treatment is dealt with in the text-books

under the heading of hip joint disease. The greater part of the shaft

of the femur is very deeply placed and surrounded by muscles. On the

inner aspect are important vessels and nerves, so that the bone may be

best reached by an incision on the outer side between the ilio-tibial band
and the biceps.
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The lower end of the bone is the part most liable to be affected by

the condition we are considering, according to Mr. Edmund Owen 50

per cent, of the cases of acute infective inflammation of the skeleton

being in this position ; so that the anatomy of this region needs to be

carefully considered with a view to operative treatment. In front is a

pouch in connection with the knee joint which must not be opened, and

as its limits vary, no rule can be laid down as to where it would be safe

to incise ; in addition the tendon of the quadriceps extensor would be

somewhat in the way. Internally the bone is deeply placed and covered

with thick layers of muscle. Posteriorly is an almost impassable barrier

of arteries, veins and nerves.

On the outer side in front is the ilio-tibial band with the tendon

of the biceps behind, and it is between these two, as will be again

mentioned, that any attack on the bone in this region must be made.

When necrosis occurs in the tibia, ulna or the upper end of the

humerus, the sequestrum has, in my experience, usually been easy to

remove, because the dead loose bone has been felt through one of the

cloacae, and it has only been necessary to enlarge the opening and draw

out the offending piece of bone. The superficial situation of these bones

and the absence of important structures which might be injured, also

helps to render the operation less difficult than in the femur.

I have seen many cases of chronic disease in the femur with enlarge

ment of the lower end and sinuses of many years' duration, but generally

dead bone has not been felt. The following are brief accounts of three

of these cases :
—

Case I. The patient was a man aged 31.

History.
—The trouble began ten years before admission. The left

thigh had two sinuses which commenced shortly after the disease began ;

they have discharged pus ever since. The day before admission the knee

joint swelled, became painful, and much straw-coloured fluid came away

by the inner sinus.

Condition on admission.—The lower half of the left thigh and knee

joint was swollen, the circumference was five inches more at the greatest

diameter than at the corresponding point on the sound side. There

were two sinuses : one on the inner aspect about three inches above the

head of the tibia, and one on the outer side of the leg about four inches

higher. The skin over the articulation was hot, and a fluctuating

swelling corresponded to the anatomical position of the synovial

membrane ; movement of the joint was painful. A probe could be

passed in at one sinus and out at the other, passing just behind the

femur, which was much enlarged. The patient has been accustomed to

use a stick in this way every day. At a depth of one and a half inches

from the inner opening loose bone could be felt, and by this opening
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light straw-coloured fluid was constantly escaping ; the flow could be

increased by pressing on the front of the joint. After three days' rest

the discharge ceased, the swelling and pain of the joint subsided.

This was an undoubted case of necrosis, as the loose bone could be

felt with a probe; it was also interesting as showing how these cases often

lead to a collection of fluid in the joint, which fluid is said to be sterile.

The position of the sequestrum in the popliteal space is the site in which

necrosis is said most frequently to occur.

Case II. The patient was a male 22 years of age.

History.
—Five years ago the thigh swelled and then burst, leaving

sinuses which have discharged ever since.

Condition on admission.—The patient was sallow, but well developed.

The femur was enlarged at the lower end and there were sinusus on

the inner and outer side within five inches of the upper end of the tibia.

The knee joint could not be flexed beyond an angle of 1450 There was

not much pain on walking, but the leg felt weak and prevented the

patient from doing heavy work. No loose or bare bone was to be felt.

Treatment.—The patient was very anxious to have an operation,
and so I somewhat reluctantly undertook to do what I could. At that

time I had not seen Mr. Owen's paper, to which reference will presently

be made, and as no directions could be found- in the text-books, the

incision was made on the outer side of the thigh in front of the ilio-

tibial band over the lower third of the bone. The aponeurosis was

split, the outer surface of the bone bared, and then a cavity made into the

centre of the expanded femur with a mallet and chisel. A small

quantity of necrosed rarefied cancellous tissue was removed from a

cavity that would about correspond to the junction of the shaft with

the epiphysis, and it was noticed that there was an opening into the

popliteal space. The medullary canal of the shaft was not encountered.

After the operation a little pus was found at each dressing for the first

few days, but a fortnight later the suppuration increased, and for the rest

of the month there was considerable discharge accompanied by pain
higher up the thigh. This gradually subsided, and at the end of six

weeks the patient went home with an unhealed sinus, apparently
unbenefitted by his stay in the hospital.

The incision made in this case involved separating the aponeurosis,

dividing some bulky muscle and cutting through a layer of thick hard

bone. After removing sequestra from more superficial bones I have

not had any trouble from suppuration, probably because the whole of

the diseased area can be dealt with and the cavity well packed at each

dressing. In this case the cavity in the bone was at the bottom of a

deep sinus-like hole which was difficult to pack, and as the old sinuses

ran among important vessels that had not been scraped. The discharge
and pain seemed to point to infection of the periosteum or medulla
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higher up ; happily the constitutional symptoms were slight, but

evidently special care needs to be taken to avoid the entrance of micro

organisms at the time of operation and afterwards.

Case III. Male, aged 30.

History.—The trouble began two years ago with pain and swelling

in the left thigh. After being in bed one month the swelling broke and

discharged much matter.

Condition on admission.—There were two sinuses : one on the inner

side about three inches above the upper end of the tibia ; the sinus on

the outer side was situated in the middle of the thigh. The patient

said that the knee joint occasionally swelled, but at the time of examina

tion it was normal. The lower end of the femur was enlarged and the

knee could not be flexed beyond a right angle. There was no bare or

loose bone to be felt. The patient could walk with but very little pain,

but was unable to carry any weight on his shoulder.

Operation.
—As almost all the discharge came away by the outer

sinus, the incision was made over the middle third of the femur on the

outer aspect. A small node of necrosed bone was found at the bottom

of the sinus, but no cloaca? were discovered, so hoping that this small

fragment of dead bone might be the cause of trouble, nothing more was

done. Since the operation the sinuses have continued to discharge as

freelv as before and after an interval of two mouths the patient is in

practically in the same condition as when he came in.

In this case it would perhaps have been wiser to have at once

explored the popliteal space, as the occasional swelling of the knee joiut

which the patient said often occurred, would suggest that the trouble

was situated in the lower end of the femur.

When writing to the Journal last year asking for information on this

subject, I quoted from a paper by Mr. Edmund Owen, but overlooked

the fact that in another part of that paper he partly answered one of my

questions, uamely, where is the best site to attack the bone when an

attempt is made to find a sequestrum ? As this part of the subject is

important I will quote his own words: Describing the operation that is

to be undertaken when this spot is the site of acute necrosis he says :
—

"

There is one spot where one can easily reach the lower end of the

femoral diaphysis, and that is on the outer side, iu the furrow between

the ilio-tibial baud and the tendon of the biceps. Working deeply in

that situation the surgeon may discover a tense subperiosteal abscess

which communicates with the interior of the bone by a small aperture.

Then he opens up the medullary cavity of the femur, enlarging his

incision and cutting away the shell of compact bone . . . but if cutting

upon the bone the surgeon find no abscess he must not close the wound

and reproach himself with having made a mistake, but he is to contiuue

his exploration by searching with a director around the femur, exploring
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even in the region of the popliteal artery, where under the periosteum

of the triangular piece of bone above the condyles, pus is very apt to

lurk. Still having found no pus he is to drill a hole iuto the lower end

of the diaphysis, and, as it were, to make it his business to find some

pus ; a grooved director must be thrust into the various bore holes so

that if pus is present it may easily flow out, having found it he must

open up the bone freely as already described."

This is a description of an operation undertaken for acute necrosis,

but it seems to me that it would be as valuable when hunting for a

sequestrum in this region. If cloacae are found in the popliteal space

then through them the bone can be examined with the finger or probe,

and if dead bone is discovered it can be removed in the usual way. If

no cloacae are found then holes can be bored, through which a probe

can search for loose bone in the interior.

In cases such as have been related where there is enlargement of

the lower end of the femur with sinuses of several years' duration by

which, however, one is unable to feel bare or loose bone, I think there is

generally a sequestrum causing the trouble, and that the sinuses will

not heal until it is removed ; but the following case suggests that when

the inflammation is accompanied by much osteoplastic growth, the dead

bone, if present, may be very difficult to find.

A young man, aged 28, nine years since had a swelling over the

upper end of the left humerus which after ten days broke and discharged
much pus. On two occasions dead bone has come away ; the last piece

having separated over five years ago.

On admission a sinus was found on the outer side of the arm at the

junction of the upper and middle thirds. The sinus led down to bare

but not loose bone. The humerus above was much enlarged and the

movements of the shoulder joint were limited, so that the arm could not

be raised above this articulation. It was thought that by opening the

sinus it might be possible to discover cloacae and dead bone, but at the

operation no cloacae could be found ; the bone was bare over a consider

able area.

An attempt was made to reach the medullary canal with a chisel

and mallet, but the boue was of almost ivory hardness aud no cavity
could be found.

Since preparing the foregoing remarks, another patient has been

under treatment, and an endeavour has been made to carry out the

operation as just suggested. The following are notes of this case :—

Case IV. The patient was a male aged 27 years.

History.—Three years since the right thigh swelled, and after a

month was opened by a Chinese doctor. Blood and pus came away and

the sinuses have continued discharging ever since.
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Condition on admission.—There was a sinus on the inner side of the

thigh about three inches above the upper end of the tibia. On the outer

side in the middle third of thigh were scars where sinuses existed for a

short time after the swelling had been opened ; they have been healed

for nearly three years.

The lower end of the femur was enlarged ; a probe passed in by the

sinus to a depth of four inches, but bare or loose bone could not be felt.

The leg could be flexed a little beyond a right angle.

Operation.
—An incision was made between the ilio-tibial band and

the biceps in the lower third of the thigh. The bone in the popliteal

space was found to be rough and bare and a scale of dead bone about

an inch square was removed from this surface of the femur. The

sinus on the inner side by which as already stated a probe could be

passed four inches, was found to lead to this rough surface in the

popliteal space.
-

The incision which was used on this occasion enabled the popliteal

space to be exposed with ease, but it is yet too early to say whether the

patient will be benefitted by the operation.

The following analysis of the four cases reported shows that

1. The ages at which the disease commenced were 17, 21, 24, and

28 years.

2. The duration of the disease had been 2, 3, 5, and 10 years

respectively.

3. In each case there was disablement from work, enlargement of

the lower end of the femur, sinuses and more or less limitation of move

ment of the knee joint.

4. In two of these cases the knee joint was occasionally swollen.

5. In only one case could bare or loose bone be felt before the

operation, but in each case dead bone was present.

I regret that lack of literature has made it impossible for me to give

you accounts of cases recorded by the masters of our art in the home

countries, but hope that some present will fill in the gaps in these

remarks.

Note :
—We would call the attention of those interested in the

progress of tropical medicine to the yearly volumes of papers published

by the American Society of Tropical Medicine. The address of the

secretary is Dr. John M. Swan, Secretary, 3713 Walnut Street, Phila

delphia, Pa., and we presume that these papers may be procured through

him.
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A RECURRENT THYRO-GLOSSAL DERMOID.

By Rev. W. Arthur Tatchell, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Tayeh, Hupeh.

In November, 1905, a young native scholar, aged twenty-two, of

Nanking, was shown at a clinical meeting of the C. C. M. M. A.

His father gave the following history. Seven years since, a small

swelling was noticed underneath and behind his tongue. As the swelling

gradually increased, his speech became less and less distinct. The

eating of solids also became increasingly difficult. After six years'

growth, i.e., in 1904, it was such a large size that the poor fellow

could neither eat or speak. He was taken to a hospital in Nanking,

where the swelling was removed.

His present condition was the result of twelve months' growth.

The concensus of opinion of the clinic, was that it was a ranula.

With this diagnosis he was sent to us at the Wesleyan Mission Hospital,

Hankow.

Being absent from the clinic we did not see the youth until the

following day.

We then found a moderately tense, fluctuating swelling occupying

the whole floor of the mouth. It was quite median in position. The

tongue was pushed up, touching the hard palate. This was the result

of the swelling protruding forward and upwards. The genio-hyoid
muscle had prevented the swelling bulging into the neck between the

mandible and hyoid bone. (See sketch.) This is unusual.

The exposed and protruding portion was covered with shiny
mucous membrane. This was not adherent to the swelling beneath.

The whole swelling could be moved slightly from side to side.

If pushed backwards the patient ceased to breathe. Examination

revealed the absence of both pain or tenderness. It moved slightly
with deglutition. He could neither speak or eat solids. Liquids could

only be introduced at the side of his tongue.

Two days after admission we operated. Chloroform was administered.

A ligature was passed through his tongue and held forwards and up
wards by an assistant.

A transverse incision, of about one inch, was made through the

mucous membrane. This was freed as far as possible from the swellino-

and held back with retractors. An incision was then made through
the thick wall of the swelling. Immediately a thick, cheesy rather
offensive substance exuded. The remainder was either pressed or
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scooped out. With comparative ease we detached with our fingers

the outer wall of the swelling from the mucous membrane and muscles.

But it was firmly fixed to the hyoid bone. From this, we cautiously

snipped it away with curved scissors. Slight haemorrhage was con

trolled with pressure. It was taken away entire and was about the size

and shape of a hen's egg.

The cavity was packed with dry sterilised gauze ; the end of the

gauze being brought out at the angle of the mouth and fastened to the

side of the face with adhesive plaster.

It is interesting to note that this method is condemned by most

text-books, to which we have since referred !
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For several days he had nasal feeding. We changed the gauze every

day, washing out the cavity with a weak solution of carbolic.

He then had the joy of having solid food, to which he did full

justice. After each meal he washed out his own mouth and also

frequently between meals. The gauze was left out after about seven days.

He left the hospital fifteen days after the operation. The cavity had

almost completely closed, and his speech was normal and distinct.

We were unable to cut sections. By microscopic examination the

wall of the cyst was thick and hard. Its interior surface was corrugated,

presented the appearance and also felt like rough skin. From the

internal surface we discovered numerous hairs growing.

By a microscopic examination of the contents we found fat cells,

flattened epethelial cells, hair and debris.

The cyst emerged from between the genio-hyoglossus muscles and

about the genio-hyoid. (See sketch.)

This is a fairly typical case of thyro-glossal dermoid. They often

lie latent until puberty, and then, for some unexplained reason, they

rapidly increase in size.

The report has purposely been held iu abeyance, as the youth

promised to immediately return if he noticed the slightest suspicion of

a recurrence.

As it is eighteen months since he left the hospital, we do not think

it premature in now publishing the case. Of course he may have gone

elsewhere.

SERMON PREACHED BEFORE THE CHINA MEDICAL

MISSIONARY ASSOCIATION.

Shanghai, Sunday Evening, 21st April, 1907.

By Arnold Foster, L. M. S., Wuchang.

Text St. John v. 36 and xiv. J2.

The works which the Father hath given Me to accomplish, the very
works that I do, bear witness of Mc thai the Father hath sent Me'.

Verily, verily I say unto you, He that believeth on Mc the -works that

I do shall he do also ; and greater works than these shall he do, because I

go utito the Father.

In the second book of Chronicles we have an account of the

spiritual deterioration which characterized the closing years of one of the

greatest and best of the kings of Judah, King Asa, the great-grandson
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of Solomon. Three instances of this deterioration are recorded, and the

last is this that having a serious disease in his feet
"

he sought not to the

Lord, but to physicians."

From this passage we see that in early times, as in the present day,

there were people who set the Lord and the physicians in opposition
the one to the other, as if "to see the Lord" sincerely in time of

sickness required that we should keep clear of physicians, and as if, on

the other hand, having recourse to physicians implied distrust of God.

This kind of opposition has generally been due to either or other of two

causes : 1st latent atheism, which habitually and in all things relies 011

and magnifies second causes, and, without openly denying Gcd, simply

ignores Him. This was the sin of King Asa, and it is the sin of

thousands of people to-day.

But 2ndly, there is a kind of dualism that has always had a great

fascination for a certain class of thinkers, and has been not uncommon

among Christians, a habit of mind that regards all material things as

being more or less unspiritual and non-religious, and finds it easier to

see God's hand in extraordinary events, such as miracles, wonders and

sudden unlooked for combinations of events, than in the daily and

hourly interest that God takes in all the works that He has made and

sustains, and the laws, as we call them, by which all regions of His

dominion are regulated. Against that whole theory of the universe,

the Christianity of the Bible is, I venture to think, a protest. But

to-night we are to consider a religious phenomenon which is at the very

antipodes of King Asa's apostasy. There is being held iu Shanghai at

this time a conference of physicians and surgeons, drawn from different

lauds and representing various churches, who are banded together for

the express purpose of bringing their patients and all whom they can

influence through their work of healing, to know the Lord, to trust in

the Lord, and to give thanks to Him for any experience of healing and

of cure that they may receive at his servants' hands. Of this con

ference, and of the Medical Missionary Association it represents, the

motto might well be
''

Not unto us, O Lord, not unto us, but unto Thy

name give "glory for Thy mercy and for Thy truth's sake." Through

out all the world Christian medical men are working with the same

aim, seeking to use the results of scientific research and of medical or

surgical knowledge aud skill, not only for the purposes of healing, but

also for the purpose of showing in this very way how God loves and

cares for suffering men and how the universe He has created is full of

healing energy which is to be liberated and made available for man's

needs by the efforts of man.
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Our China Medical Association has just issued some statistics with

a view to showing the present extent of its work, and from these

statistics I give a few figures in round numbers, but with the remark

(i) that they are incomplete and (2) that they are certainly inadequate.

They are incomplete, for out of 166 hospitals and 241 dispensaries only

about halt have sent in their returns. They are inadequate, for some of

the finest results of the work done by our medical missionaries can by

no possibility be tabulated. I speak from what I have myself seen

durino- a long life iu China of the moral and religious impression made

on patients by the Christ-like tenderness, kindness and sympathy

shown in our mission hospitals. Even those who could uot be cured of

their diseases have, in numberless instances, carried away with them an

abidino" memory of the love and gentleness with which the doctor who

spoke to them of the love of Chirst had, himself or herself, sought to

alleviate their pain and to console them in trouble.

Such as the statistics are, I quote from them the following approxi

mate figures: Expenditure for the year, $245,000, of which $206,000

were raised locally by subscriptions or fees.

Total number of cases treated ... ... 913,000.

,, ,, ,, in-patients ... ... ... 34,000.

,, ,, ,, out-patients ... ... 889,000.

In the hospitals from which these statistics come, there are 4,500

beds and 560 Chinese students and helpers.

My subject to-night is Medical Missions as a carrying on of the

work of the Incarnation. Our Lord claimed that the works that He

did were in themselves a witness that the Father had sent Him.

When He was about to leave the world He gave His disciples the

assurance that their works also would have a similar value.

The Gospel of Christ did not consist merely in the lessons He taught

by word of mouth, in His preaching, His parables, His conversations.

The works He did, not less than the words He spoke, constituted

the Gospel of the Kingdom of Heaven, and our method of proclaiming
the Gospel is to be like His in this respect. There is an expression

often met with in missionary literature, and I am sorry to say I have

heard it even on the lips of medical missionaries to the effect that
"

Medical Missions are a handmaid of the Gospel." This is neither

the language of Scripture, nor does it express the thought of Scripture.
Look at our Lord's words in His sermon at Nazareth as He began His

ministry. (St. Luke iv. 18.) It is a Gospel of action as well as of

preaching that He proclaims,
"

The Spirit of the Lord is upon Me

because He appointed Me to preach good tidings to the poor ; He hath
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sent Me to proclaim release to the captives, and recovering of sight to

the blind." Here is a conception that is all inclusive; it is complete in

in itself ; it needs no
'

handmaids
'

or supplementary organizations to

make good its deficiencies, to enlarge its scope, or to improve its ideals.

A Gospel that only consists in preaching, is an incomplete and imperfect

Gospel. It is at best only a fragment of the Gospel of Christ. Look

again at St. Matt. 8. See how the sermon to the disciples on the

Mount is closely linked with works of compassion wrought for the poor,

suffering, ordinary people on the plain. As He came down from the

Mount a leper met Him asking to be made clean. The Lord not only

heals him by an act of divine power, but He does it in a way that at

the same time bears witness to the Father as the God of love. He

stretched forth His hand and not only
'

touched
'

the leper, as our

English version has it, but took hold of him. We know from our own

experience what it has sometimes been in times of trouble when some

friend has lovingl)- taken hold of our arm or our hand as he spoke his

words of sympathy with us. Think of the poor leper with his loathsome

disease upon him and surrounded by a fence of Jewish ceremonialism

which made even his friends keep him at a distance. Before the whole

multitude the prophet of Nazareth did what not one of them would have

done, and did it with a divine grace that must have recalled to some

minds at least the opening words of the 103rd Psalm and other passages

in the Old Testament that refer to the loving kindness of Jehovah.

Thus does our Lord lift the whole transaction to a higher region than

that of mere miracle and makes His works a witness to the Father that

sent Him.*

Once again, notice the account of our Lord's ministry, given by St.

Peter to the gentile enquirer Cornelius. (Acts x. 34-43.) In the very

centre of this passage we find emphasis laid on the fact that the preach

ing of tidings of peace by the Lord Jesus was accompanied by a corre

sponding practical energy of compassionate action- which in itself clearly

revealed the hand of God. "Anointed with the Holy Ghost and with

power" He "went about doing good, and healing all that were

oppressed by the devil, for God was with him."

Let us now consider the works of Christ in their relation to those of

His followers. It is a common mistake to regard these two as distinct.

The Scriptures constantly represent the second simply as the carrying on

of the first under new conditions. In Acts i. 1, St. Luke describes his

earlier book, i.e., the Gospel which bears his name, as having to do with

* On the healing of this leper, see an address by Bishop Westcott,
'

The

Power of Ministry.' Christian Aspects ofLife,, pp. 353-365-
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"all that Jesus began to do and to teach" until the day in which He

was received up. In one sense, of course, our Lord's work on earth

was complete in itself. In another sense it was not. He had left

nothing undone which He set out to do, but He began in one way what

it was a part of His purpose to perpetuate and complete in another.

As His ministry on earth drew to a close, He said: "The hour is

come that the Son of Man should be glorified," but with that glorifica

tion His work of saving the world would not come to an end ; it would

thenceforth be carried on under new and more wonderful conditions.

"Verily, verily I say unto you," He added,
' '

except a grain of wheat fall

into the ground and die it abideth by itself alone ; but if it die it beareth

much fruit." Christ glorified, though withdrawn from human sight,

would still work amidst the old familiar scenes of His earthly ministry,

but more thau that, He would work also simultaneously throughout the

larger sphere of the whole world. This wider ministry, however, would

be through the agency of His disciples and in virtue of a new and life-

giving relationship in which He would henceforth stand to them. It is

to this vaster work that He refers when He says :
"

Verily, verily, I say

unto you, he that believeth on Me, the work that /do shall he do also ;

and greater works than these shall he do because /go unto the Father."

The Greek of this passage shows that the word I twice repeated is

emphatic
—the work that / am now doing, the man that believes on Me

shall do also, and greater works also, because /am about to enter on a

new world of glory and of power at the right hand of the Father—

that right hand which is everywhere and which everywhere represents
the might and majesty of God. Other words of Christ are to the same

effect. Do we not as Christians habitually underestimate the power at

our disposal and the dignity of our ministry and discipleship? Apart
from Christ, it is true, we can do nothing ; we are nothing, and have

no ground for thinking anything of ourselves but thoughts of shame

and of humiliation. But
"

if any one be in Christ there is a new crea

tion ; the old things are passed away ; behold they are become new."
"

We are God's workmanship created in Christ Jesus for good works

which God afore prepared that we should walk iu them." *

What is then the character of the works that through believing in

Christ we can do, which will some of them be even greater than the ones

that He Himself did when on earth? We have seen already that while

some of our Lord's works were what we call miraculous, others were not
so. The word St. John delights to use for all these actions is

'

signs,' and

r. *, C,p' ,Bp- Westcott- Christian Aspects of Life, pp. 21-35 ; Commentary on

Ep. to Ephesians, p. lxv. and notes on Kph. ii, 10.
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their chief characteristic is always the same, not bald almightiness, but

the manifestation of the Father' s power working along lines of the Father' s

love always for a moral end. This is the 'sign' of God's works, an

end worthy of God. And it is this end that constitutes their real great

ness, for the glory of God is ever the glory of His moral perfection and

not that of mere overwhelming might. Hence it is that our Lord

represents the perfection of God our Father as being imitable by man

(St. Matt. v. 44-46). We cannot indeed imitate God either in making

the sun to rise or the rain to fall ; but even as He, in the region of His

infinity, gives His blessings of sunshine and rain to His enemies as well

as to His obedient children, so we, in the narrow region of our finiteness

may, according to the means at our disposal, extend to our enemies and

to those who displease us, as well as to our friends and those who are

•kind to us, a love which is like God's in the spirit of it, for it is this in

which its true Godlikeness consists.

Our doing the same works which Christ did, has reference to the

motive and intention of them even more than to the wonder of them ;

and yet if we consider the matter in all its bearings, we cannot but see

that some of the works which Christ has wrought through His people,
since He ascended on high, are really even more wonderful in them

selves, and have reached a far greater number of sufferers than those

works which He Himself wrought in the days of His flesh and before

He went to the Father.

Look at some of His works, both miraculous and also non-miraculous,

and think of the narrow limits within which after all they were imme

diately operative, but then think of what they led to, and were intended

to lead to by Him who all along had before His eyes the completion of

His work in glory, as well as the initiation of his work amidst the earth.

Our Lord healed individual lepers, individual cripples, individual blind

men and the like. But how far after all did this relief extend ? He bade

individual sinners go and sin no more. He attracted them to Himself

by a mighty spiritual attraction in such a way that these particular

people seem to have had the awful tyranny of immoral associations and

immoral connexions suddenly snapped, with the result that they were at

once socially and mentally free to follow Him. But how far is this sort

of influence and this sort -of remedy immediately applicable to all cases

of the kind ? I myself see no signs in the Scripture that our Lord

intended permanently to endow His followers with a plan for dispensing

through faith with the use of medical and surgical treatment, or with

a plan for curing incurables. The lesson His miraclee teach us is surely

this—how all the resources of divine love entrusted to each one of
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us according to our various circumstances and ability may be, and by

the true believer will be, utilized and made effective, as His own

miraculous powers were, for the amelioration of the suffering, sorrow

and sin of the world.

Christ's miracle of healing the leper laid the foundation for all

that has since been done by His people in all lands, and that is being

done to-day for the salvation of the leper, whether through leper

asylums or iu other ways. Yet within the limits of our Lord's ministry

He could not Himself have become the responsible head of a leper

asylum. That which is possible to us was not possible to Him. What

is the Door of Hope in Shanghai ? What are similar institutions in all

lauds where Christians are seeking to follow in the steps of Christ ?

What but a direct outcome of that wonderful narrative told in St. Luke

7 of our Lord's treatment of the woman who was a sinner ? That

woman was saved by the simple attraction of our Lord's compassionate

holiness. But for rescue work in general, homes, refuges, and the per

sonal sacrifices of many tender loving workers are needed, if the fallen

are to be raised.

We read of Christ on one occasion blessing little children. You all

know the story, you may have seen some beautiful picture representing

the scene. He only blessed them. There were perhaps sick children

in that crowd, but He opened no children's hospital. There may have

been orphans among them, but He took no steps to found an orphan

asylum for them. Yet from that scene what results have followed ?

This was the inspiration of a George Miiller, a Dr. Barnardo and of

countless other workers in other lands, who have founded great institu

tions and organized great societies permeated by love and devotion for

the salvation of children. That act of Christ is largely responsible too for

all the loving work that you may witness to-day in many of our mission

hospitals in China as doctors and nurses vie with one another iu tender

loving care for little slave girls who have been almost beaten to death

by their tyrant mistresses, or, as I saw in one case, for a little boy who

had had his ribs broken by his father in a passion trampling upon him.

The more one sees of the cruelty and sin which are responsible for the

sufferings of many patients who are brought to our hospitals the more one

feels how something more than medical remedies are needed for the evils

in China that medical missionaries seek to combat. What is to reach

the root of evil from which much of this suffering comes ? Nothing but

the bringing to China of the Gospel of salvation through the knowledge
of Christ. It is not enough to try and remedy or couuteract the results

of siu. Christ's way is to eradicate the root of sin, and that is by the
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salvation, the conversion of the man from whose heart the sin proceeds.

Let no one then say:
'

/believe in medical missions' in such a way as to

imply he disbelieves in other parts of missionary work. Let no one

say
'

/ believe in evangelization
'

in such a way as to imply that he

has but little sympathy with works of ministry to the physical sufferings

of men. Let no one say :
'

/ believe in missions to our own countrymen
'

in a way to imply that he thinks Christ is no Saviour for the Chinese.

Rather let the confession of each one be, I believe in Jesus Christ the

Saviour of the world, and in all the saving, uplifting energy of blessing,

wherewith He seeks to bless all whom He is not ashamed to call His

brethren, and may it be the happiness of each one of us to have some

part in that fellowship of salvation and of witnessing to Him and to His

Father of which our texts this evening speak.

> — ♦■» <

THE HOSPITAL HYMN.

At even, ere the sun was set,

The sick, O Lord, around Thee lay ;

O iu what divers pains they met !

O with what joy they went away !

Once more 'tis eventide, and we

Oppressed with various ills draw near :

What if Thy form we cannot see ?

We know and feel that Thou art here.

O Saviour Christ our woes dispel,

For some are sick and some are sad,

And some have never loved Thee well,

And some have lost the love they had.

O Saviour Christ, Thou too art Man,

Thou hast been troubled, tempted, tried;

Thy kind but searching glance can scan

The very wounds that shame would hide.

Thy touch has still its ancient power ;

No word from Thee can fruitless fall ;

Hear, in this solemn evening hour,

And in Thy mercy heal us all.
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GENERAL REMARKS ON CLIMATIC CONDITIONS

PREVAILING IN CHANGSHA.

By H. G. Barrie, M.D., CM.

Changsha is situated on the Hsiang river, and is said to have

derived its name from the presence of a long narrow strip of sand

(chang sha—long saud) which lies in the centre of the river and

parallel with the entire length of the west wall of the city.

The city is an inland one, situated in the heart of China geo

graphically. It is found well within the hot climate zone ; and its latitude

is but slightly north of the 28th degree. While this location brings it

almost as far south as the extreme northern limit of the so-called rainless

area extending from the 16th to the 28th degree north of the equator, a

considerable rainfall occurs annually, owing to local physical configura

tions aud the nature of the prevailing winds ; and as might be expected

a fairly high mean annual temperature prevails throughout the year.

The Hsiang river fluctuates greatly according to the variations in

the amount of rainfall among the hills lying to the south of the prov

ince. Its volume of water is said to be influenced also by the back

wash from the Yangtze and Tungting Lake. At times it presents the

appearance of a fine river, and in the winter season it becomes reduced

to an insignificant stream revealing shallow spots which effectually
forbid steam-boat traffic even with the light draught vessels constructed

for the Hankow-Changsha run, and which draw from three and a half

to four feet of water. The city is a trifling height above sea-level and

is surrounded by low-lying hills, which to the south and west break away

into rather fine mountains. They attain to no great altitude, however,
even in the south.

The soil is of a red clay formation and sufficiently dense to direct

the flow of surface waters to the lower levels, where they collect and

form natural reservoirs, and are utilized by the Chinese for irrigation

purposes. In the neighborhood of the city land is well under cultiva

tion and, while paddy-fields are numerous, the constant cultivation of

the same, together with their arrangement in series of terraces on the

gentle slopes of the hillsides rob them to a great extent of the dangers
attributed to low-lying marsh-land.

The uncultivated areas are free from abundant vegetation and any

thing akin to a rich, rank undergrowth which would be likely to afford the
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requisite shade and moisture for the prolific breeding of germ diseases.

[Disease spreading insects. Ed. J
The significance of the configuration of the surrounding country,

formation of the soil, and the absence of true marsh-land, is witnessed

to by a gratifying and remarkable absence of malaria. The few cases

which are seen are of a mild and benign type.

The climate on the whole is equable, but is essentially moist. The

constant presence of a high percentage of moisture makes it a most

trying one at times. During the hot months there are frequent intervals

of cloudy weather accompanied by light rain aud attended at times by

electrical manifestations. Were this season devoid of the slight breaks

caused by these periodic rainfalls, it would prove most relaxing and

enervating. The hot season, beginning about the middle of May, is

modified not only by these frequent rainfalls but also by two fairly

constant inland breezes which correspond more or less accurately with

the dry and wet monsoons. This blowing from the north or north-west

is considerably cooler than the other ; while it prevails, however, the

moisture in the atmosphere appears to be greatly increased. The

southerly breeze produces a more marked variation in the hygrometer,

and while not so cool as the breeze from the north, it imparts a distinctly

refreshing effect to the otherwise moist and relaxing air. During the

year 1904, in the months of June, July and the first week in August, a

southerly breeze, alternating with a northerly breeze, was observed at

times to veer to the west toward night-fall, where it remained steady

for several hours, changing again toward the morning.

Inorganic substances are at times found in the atmosphere. They

are not, however, of local origin, but appear as au impalpable dust which

comes driven before the north wind from the great dust-storm regions

lying beyond the Yangtze. It thoroughly impregnates the atmosphere,

envelopiug the landscape in a mist-like haze and depositing consider

able quantities upon smooth surfaces, furniture, etc. Brouchial and

respiratory irritation is much increased at such times.

The atmosphere is quite free from organic impurities. The

autumn weather sets in toward the end of September and introduces a

remarkably fine season, which is perhaps the choice portion of the year.

This holds good till well on into December, about which time a disagree

able and penetrating chill invades the air and continues till the begin

ning of the wet season. The cold is usually accompanied by one or

more light falls of snow, which quickly disappear.

Each year has one rainy season extending as a rule over the months

of February, March, April and May. During a wet season the total
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rainfall is not large. In 1905 there fell in these months twenty-two

inches in 432 hours. The total amount for the whole year does not

appear to greatly exceed this ; the record for the year ending June, 1905,

being approximately thirty-six inches. The wet season comes scarcely

second to the hot in its depressing influence upon the physiological func

tions of the European resident. For days in succession the variations be

tween the wet and dry bulbs are extremely slight, and at times there is

no appreciable difference. The long, oppressive and lowering days,

accompanied by their disagreeable moisture, appear interminable and are

much more dreaded than the actual rainfall. The yearly thermometric

variations range from twenty-six to one hundred degrees Fah. In

any given season they are slight comparatively. During the hot season

the variations are slight during the day, but at night an occasional

drop may be experienced. Barometric variations are constant, but

extremely slight.

The city possesses an excellent supply of sparkling spring water,

which is abundant and accessible all the year round. The Hsiang river,

when not in flood, furnishes an unlimited supply of clear potable water,

which indeed is good at any time of the year after the removal of the

inorganic impurities.

The Chinese population exhibits considerable energy and patience,

and there is by no means the degree of laziness and apathy one is led to

expect in a similar geographic situation. Changsha is a
"

citv within

the walls." There are no vacant areas inside and the houses are almost

universally of a comfortable Chinese order and appear to be kept in

good repair. The authorities exercise considerable care in maintaining
the city wall iu an excellent state of repair, and this, with the marked

tendency to beautify desirable spots and the success in carrying out a

fairly efficient scavenging system, combiue to lessen the refuse nuisance,
and cousequently the danger to health arising from the same.

Inside the city, where the inhabitants get an insufficient supply of

fresh air and sunlight, there is a marked evidence of diminished vitality.
Tuberculosis of the lungs is by no means rampant ; and while it is true

that this disease, in one or other of its forms, constitutes one of the three

or four most common diseases seen in this section, it prevails in a

strikingly large proportion of cases in the glandular, cutaneous and bony
systems some appreciable time before manifesting itself as luno disease
or involving the system generally. This indicates no little effort as well
as success on the part of the human organism to throw it off, or at
least an endeavour to localize it. Bronchial, venereal, skin and eye

diseases are most common, and together with tubercular manifestations
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constitute the bulk of the ills to which the flesh is heir, as represented

in daily hospital and dispensary practice.

To the average foreigner the trying feature is the excessive degree

of moisture which is ever present in the atmosphere. Physiologic

functions are profoundly affected, and while not to that degree which

would justify one to speak of the induced condition as disease, yet

vitality becomes so weakened that the individual becomes an easy prey

to disease. Hereditary weaknesses are prone to manifest themselves ;

and when acute disorder has once become established, convalesence is

extremely unsatisfactory and recovery retarded.

One of the serious observations is the considerable lessening of lung

vascularity which is experienced. There is a reduction both in the

amount of blood going to the lungs and of chest and lung expansion.

This causes much less fresh air to be consumed and less carbon to be

excreted that is the case in Europe. Foreign ladies are subjected to an

aggravated form of any disorder they may be suffering from. There

is a distinct tendency to develop pathological conditions which have

hitherto been dormant. Menstrual disorders, sterility, etc., are prone

to manifest themselves. Children do very well for the first few years

of their existence, but subsequently manifest indispositions which are due

directly or indirectly to climatic conditions. They invariably become

pinched and puny looking on the incidence of hot weather.

Periods of mental excitement with corresponding depression, loss

of sleep and the presence of vague headaches indicate that the nervous

system is more or less definitely affected. That nutrition is interfered

with is seen in the fact that a loss of weight and an enfeeblement of

muscular power is experienced. Digestion is somewhat tardy and the

appetite lessened. The presence of troublesome constipation is also

noted. The function of the skin is greatly stimulated and its irritability

increased to an extent that makes it predisposed to a heterogeneous crop

of disorders ranging from simple heat-rash to varnish, traumatic and

germ inflammations. The climate on the whole is doubtless best suited

to the residence of the strongest Europeans, and preferably to those

whose native climate approximates even in a small way the climatic

conditions found here. Satisfactory and sustained daily work is only

possible for those who possess sound and vigorous bodies and who, by

constant vigilance, avoid abusing them. A term of service extending

beyond five years should not be considered for the average man ; and

whether the term be brief or long, it is necessary where the individual

is run down by well-defined disease, anaemia or a vague debility, to leave

the district in order to ensure progressive and satisfactory recuperation.

June 29th, 1905.
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CUSTOMS MEDICAL REPORT FOR CHUNGKING FOR THE

YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30TH, 1906.

By J. H. McCartney, M.D., Medical Officer.

The twelve months under review have been a very healthy year for

the foreign community. During the time only one death occurred, and

that was from accident. A sailor of one of H. B. M.'s ships accidentally

fell down a deep ravine after night and broke his neck. He remained

paralyzed for about eight days, at the end of which time he died from

suspension of all the functions of the body. A second death occurred

by suicide. A Japanese who represented some drug firm in Japan

committed suicide by using his sword to cut his throat. The births

have numbered four.

We have seen 110 signs of cholera since the slight epidemic in the

latter part of 1904, and remittent fever only claimed two foreign

patients during this time. Remittent fever among the Chinese has been

considerably less than in the previous twelve months, which was due no

doubt to the fact that heavy rains which washed out the city came

earlier than the previous year and we did not have it so hot.

The meteorologic instruments of the Customs no doubt are of the

best, and they were located by the director of the Siccawei Observatory,
but I cannot help but believe that they have been wrongly placed from

the fact that they register a very much higher temperature across the

river from the city than in the city itself. It hardly stands to reason

that in the city it would be cooler than outside. They get the reflected

heat of the afternoon sun, which I believe accounts for their higher
registrations, but I do not think that it is an accurate registration of the

heat of Chungking.

A number of foreign buildings have been erected in the past year,
aud there is no doubt that the health of the foreigners has been

materially improved by such building. The greatest factor in making of

Chungking as healthy as it is, is the bungalows across the river; "the
majority of the foreign residents live there for the two hottest months in
the summer.

The record that the school for foreign children has made within the

past six years would prove beyond the question of a doubt that the
hills of Chungking are as healthy or healthier than the average

boarding-school location iu the home land.

The Chinese have at last awakened to the fact that vaccina; ion from
the scab of another patient is dangerous and that disease may be
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communicated thereby. It seems that the principal vaccinator of the

city (who by the way has become rich from it) was the cause of a large

number of deaths through his septic way of vaccinating, and the old way

has come into disrepute, so much so that a prominent Chinese gentleman

in the city has come forward and offered to pay for all vaccine and the

cost of operation. He has billed the city and requested the people to call

upon the writer and be vaccinated at his expense. This is true reform,

and it gives us hope for the future when we see men awakening to the

fact that their old methods are worse than ineffective.

We had an interesting caesarian section case a few months since.

We operated on the same woman two years previous, at which time we

only had native assistants, and on account of the woman's serious

condition we did not tie off the tubes or do a historectomy as is our

custom. One year following operation she became pregnant again, but

was not brought to the hospital till two days after labor commenced.

When she came she was iu a state of collapse, and we did not have any

hopes of saving the mother, but undertook the operation in the hopes of

saving the baby. She was prepared, and under light chloroform
narcosis the abdomen was opened and the uterus brought out. When

the uterus was expelled she stopped breathing and became pulseless.

We proceeded with the operation quickly, and by the time the tubes and

ovaries had been tied she had revived somewhat, so that we felt

warranted in proceeding with a historectomy, which was done. By the

time the operation was finished she was in better condition than at the

beginning of the operation. The operation was complicated by great

distention of the bowels with gas, so much so that it was impossible to

keep them within the abdomen. Her bowels had not moved for six

days, and she presented symptoms of obstruction. As soon as the

operation was finished she was given calomel in divided doses, which

together with a high enema the next day produced the desired effect

and her bowels moved freely. She lived five days, which was remarkable

considering the condition she was in when operated upon. The baby

lived, and at last accounts was doing well. The baby that was delivered

in the same way two years ago is now a fine large child.

An out of the ordinary osteo-sarcoma was operated upon during the

year. The patient, a tailor by occupation living in a neighboring city,

presented himself with an osteo-sarcoma of the lower jaw, of six months

standing. The entire lower jaw from the temerpo-maxillary joint on the

right side to the second molar tooth on the left side was removed. The

wound healed without suppuration, but in about two weeks the parotid

gland on the side on which the tumor was located, suppurated, which
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delayed his convalescence much longer. The results were very satisfac

tory to the doctor and patient.

Venereal diseases are on the increase in this port, and after sixteen

years' practice among the Chinese, I can but reiterate what I have

already said, that I attribute it to the presence of the foreign gunboats

in the port.

Internal and external haemorrhoids are a very common complaint

with the natives of this place, and not a few foreigners develop

them after being here a while. The excessive use of red peppers in

their food by the natives is no doubt the exciting cause in many of

the cases.

The operation we generally do is a modified Whitehead, where we

pull down the mucous membrane and stitch it to the anal margin.
This gives us a perfect result with no tendency to stricture, whereas the

old operation was generally followed by a stricture which gave the

patient about as much trouble as the piles themselves.

We are indebted to the Harbour Master, Mr. Parker, for the meteoro-

logic table and to the former Harbour Master, Mr. J. H. Barton, for

the heat register for the past ten years appended.

METEOROLOGICAL TABLE. 1905-1906.

Rainfall. Barometer. Thermometer.
1905

Inches. Max. Mirt. Max. Min. Highest. Lowest.

Feet. In.

October ...

November.

December.

1906.

7.18
3-5o

1.44

29.981
30.002

30.063

29-235

29.303

29.174

83
68

63

5°

46

40

54 4
26 3
12 3

22 3
11 7
6 4

January ... 50J100 30.041 28.877 59 *7 6

3 1
February ... 18/100 29.286 28.614 69 40

40

2 5

March 1.08 29.399 28.557 84
1 7
0 n

2 6

J3 9
16 9
20 2

27 3

24 5

April
May

4.27

3-56
29.128

29.092

28.618

28.538

82

97

55

61

16 3
26 4

52 2

61 1

74 6

50 5

June

July
August
September.

6 12/100
1.00

8.29
1-93

29.115

29.214

29.403

29-645

28.482
28.902
29.005

29.171

96
107

85
102

70

71

70

65

Chungking, China.

A. H. Parker,

Harbour Master.
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3n /IDemoriam.

DAVID GRANT, M.D.

Dr. Grant joined the English Presbyterian Mission in 1880, and in

the following year commenced medical work in Chin-chew. He was

the first resident missionary iu that large city, where for several years he

lived, in unsanitary rooms, entirely alone, except for the visits of fellow-

missionaries. The work from the first was very heavy. On out-patient

days more came than could be dealt with, and when the hospital was

ready for in-patients, more usually applied than could be accommodated.

In all departments of the medical work he had to depend entirely on

students trained by himself, and at first, as they were necessarily inexperi

enced, the strain upon him, especially when performing major operations,

was tremendous. He performed successfully many difficult operations,

and in a few years his fame spread far and wide. Prejudices against for

eigners gradually lessened, and a welcome to the preachers of the gospel

was accorded in many a town and village by old patients and their

friends. He was a man of great ability, a very capable physician, and

also naturally kind and sympathetic, so in an unusual degree he won the

confidence and affection of his patients and indeed of all who came

into close relations with him. His students were devoted to him.

He was firm and strict with them, so that, till they knew him better,

they rather feared than loved him. When any of them happened to be

sick, his unremitting attention made them realise how truly he cared

for them. Once, as he stood looking at one who was not expected to

recover, he could not restrain his tears. In that way the depth of his

love was revealed and they never forgot it.

His ideal of the medical missionary's work was very high. His

aim was to have all connected with the hospital
—coolies, cook, door

keeper, students, as well as the hospital preacher
—not only true Chris

tians, kind and courteous to the patients, but also real evangelists,

seeking by all means to save some. He also aimed at making the

hospital a place where the other half of the commission—"heal the

sick
' '
—was efficiently carried out. To increase his own efficiency he

studied medical journals, and the newest medical works, consulted with

fellow-missionaries, and continually pondered over his cases, following

the hint given to him by an eminent Glasgow doctor, who said :

"

I always pray about my cases," and added, with a significant look :

"

I also make a point of knowing about them all that can be known."
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Dr. Grant seldom referred to his own experiences, but I remember

his saying that books or journals he had been reading, perhaps the

night before, sometimes put him on the right track of dealing with

difficult cases, and he indicated that he regarded such timely hints as

answers to prayer. Indeed he prayed continually about all connected

with his work. He was in the habit of praying with his students before

operating and also before giving them lectures. One could not be long

in his company without realising that he was a man of God, and that

his supreme aim in all he did was to lead men to Christ. Though he

himself shrank from conducting stated services, the few words he did

say made patients and others feel that in his estimation the gospel was

of paramount importance. His students were impressed by his earnest

desire to save men, and some of them gave a good deal of their precious

time to speaking to patients in the wards and to conducting services in

the hospital chapel, and also to preaching in the street chapel.

To the training of his students he gave much time and thought.

He had striking ways of pressing home his instructions. He saw to it

that they treated all patients, rich and poor alike, with courtesy and

kindness. He did not allow his students to accept presents from

patients, nor would he accept any for himself. When grateful patients

offered him presents his invariable reply was,
"

I never take presents,

either from rich or poor. If you wish to show your gratitude, con

tribute to the hospital." This, many did, but some wished to do more.

A wealthy Foochow merchant, a native of the Chin-chew district, grate

ful for the cure of a nephew, gave a handsome donation to the hospital

and used his influence so that we opened, without opposition, a church

in his native place. In addition he wished to give something for the

doctor's own personal use, so sent a large supply of brandy and Chinese

whiskey. Dr. Grant sent it all back, saying his rule was to accept no

presents and that besides he never tasted whiskey or brandy. Not to be

baffled in his purpose, the merchant sent, direct from Foochow to Dr.

Grant's mother, in Sutherlandshire, Scotland, a box of the very finest

tea grown in China.

Owing to failure in health Dr. Grant, in 1894, was reluctantly obliged

to leave his chosen work, but continued to take the deepest interest

in the mission and still cherished the hope that he be able to return.

He took up practice in Inverness, but found the winters too trying.
He then went to Los Angeles, where he so far regained strength that

in the spring of 1906 it was thought he might safely come back to the

East. His instruments were sent on from San Francisco and he him

self set out for China by way of his native land. On reaching England
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he was again medically examined and the risk was considered so great

that he had to give up all hope of returning to the work and people he

loved so well. About a year after resuming practice in Inverness, the

call came to him "to depart and be with Christ." When the tidings

reached Chin-chew a memorial service was held. One of his students, now

a respected elder in the church and a successful physician, summed up his

appreciation of Dr. Grant by saying :
"

He did not care for wealth, nor

his own fame, nor his own comfort. He cared more for others than for him

self." Reference was also made to his love and sympathy and his

intense desire to lead the Chinese to Christ. Some spoke of his un

failing and punctual attendance at all the services, both in the hospital

and the church, even when worn out, weak and ill.

When one asks how did this quiet, unassuming man so win the

respect, confidence and love of the Chinese and his fellow-missionaries

and indeed of all who intimately knew him, the answer is, he himself was

full of that love which seeketh not its own. Impelled both by nature

and grace he sincerely sought the welfare of others. His charm and power

lay in his likeness to Him who
"
came not to be ministered unto but

to minister."

J. W.

"Grant lived his life strenuously and largely alone for fourteen

years in the great city of Chin-chew with its 200,000 people as if it

were his set purpose never to be known or recognised. He never wrole a

missionary letter home and he never spoke at a missionary meeting.

He wore a habitually sad and lonely look until he responded to anyone

speaking to him. He glistened with laughter then. He never caused

his voice to be heard in the streets, yet tens of thousands of Chinese

people knew him and were drawn to him. Many loved him with a

devotion that came near to worship.

A lady missionary returning to England was being charged by a

Chinese Christian with very special messages for Dr. Grant.
'

Why

are you so anxious about these messages ?
'

she asked.
'

Koniu,' he

said,
'

there is one great God over all, and there is the doctor.' Yes, at

the very most you can only meet one David Grant."

A. I,.

' '

His forebears belonged to the class of men whose godliness and

evangelical zeal made the Parish of Creich famous in the north of Scot

land, and very early in life he began to love and follow his Saviour.

He had great intellectual gifts and he was thorough master of his

profession ; but perhaps his profound human sympathies more than
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anything else account for the remarkable success which attended his

medical work. Withal, he was humble and as devoid of self-conscious

ness as a little child. Yet his quietness and diffidence hid from no one

who came in close touch with him, the force and firmness of his char

acter. Into his fourteen years in China he put, by his devotion to duty,

his strenuous exertions and his superb methods of work, more than most

men put into a long life time."

D. C.

To me the most outstanding feature in David Grant's character was

his intense kindliness manifesting itself in wise, sympathetic, personal

interest in all those with whom he came in contact. It was a very

revelation of the Divine Nature.

With reference to his surgical work, he performed one of the
"

big

gest" operations ever done in China—the removal of a scrotum affected

by elephantiasis. The tumour (which was heavier than the man)

weighed 1 10 pounds. The success of the operation may be gauged by

the fact that the patient's wife—who had deserted him—returned to

her place and aferwards bore him children.

P. B. C.

ROBERT EDWIN WORLEY, M.D.

At Swatow, June 27th, occurred the sad accident which deprived the

A. B. M. U. of one of its most valued members. In crossing the bay to

Kak-chioh, where the mission compound is located, the native ferry

which he had taken, capsized, and Dr. Worley was probably caught un

der the boat. All efforts to rescue him were unsuccessful. His body was

found three days later, and followed by a large concourse of friends,

Chinese and European, was interred in the foreign cemetery at Kak-

chioh. Our bay is a treacherous bit of water, but neither tide nor wind

would seem to account for what occurred. This must rather be laid to

the charge of unskilful handling of the boat.

Robert Edwin Worley was born near El Paso, 111., in 1870. He

is one of a family of eight children, all of whom, with the father and

mother, are still living. A younger brother, Lewis, recently graduated

from Rochester Theological Seminary, is now under appointment for

Swatow, and will come out this autumn.

Dr. Worley was converted at the age of fourteen or fifteen years

and longed to prepare himself for preaching the Gospel, "but as the

years went on he became convinced that his ministry lay in living the

Gospel by hand rather than by tongue."
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While a student in the State Normal near Bloomington, influenced

largely by Horace Pitkin, he consecrated himself to foreign mission

work. After graduation iu 1896 he gave three years to teaching and

other educational work, and then entered Rush Medical College, Chi

cago, from which he was graduated in 1903. August 25th, he was

united in marriage to Miss Prudence Campbell, who had early in life

consecrated herself to missions. She expects to remain on the field,

doing evangelistic work, for which she is so well adapted naturally and

by training. In the same year they were accepted by the American

Baptist Missionary Union and in the autumn were sent to Swatow,

where, after three months, Dr. Worley took charge of the hospital.

His in-patients numbered from thirty to eighty. In addition, a

dispensary was conducted every day, excepting Thursdays, which were

given to like work at Chao-yang. Here his ministry of healing was not

confined to the dispensary walls, but on the wharves and on the launch

and along the road and streets, he was consulted by all sorts and con

ditions of men with the greatest freedom, so kindly was his way and so

confident were they of his help. This has been the best commendation

of Christianity to the Chinese, and has done not a little to break down

the hostile feeling toward foreigners. A few at least, by his self-

denying service for them, have certainly learned that not all foreigners

are self-seeking.

Looked at from one point of view, Dr. Worley met his death as

any man might wish to die, in the course of performing his every-day

tasks. Looked at from another point of view, it seems a great loss of

life and training thus to have cut short a career of such extraordinary

promise. I say "extraordinary promise," for such was Dr. Worley's

life. A medical missionary's life is not to be measured by his skill as

a practitioner alone, but by the influence of his life upon those whom

he has come to serve. Dr. Worley had been on the field less than four

years, but in that time he
had won the love and confidence of the people

to such an extent that few men in dying have been mourned as he. On

every hand, amongst Christian and heathen, high and low, have been

expressions of sorrow. He was so quiet and retiring amongst foreigners

that few of us realized the depth and extent of his influence on the

Chinese.

Paul's advice to Timothy, "give thyself wholly to them," was

good advice to the preacher, and expresses well the leading characteristic

of Dr. Worley's ministry of healing. So far as I know he never refused

a call far or near, night or day, winter or summer. His own personal

preference or his own ease never seem to have been considered for a
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moment. Some of us thought he was wearing himself out in unap

preciated service, but we are silent now. We see that his life and its

living were in the hands of Him who sees from the beginning and who

makes no mistakes.

Dr. Worley did no slipshod work. Had he done this, he never

would have won the confidence of the Chinese, however kind and

willing the service rendered. Dr. Worley won them because he loved

them and healed them. He gave unstinted care and consideration

to each case, believing that the missionary who gave less than his

best, fell short of doing his duty. He often expressed the wish that he

might give years to this work, but God ordered otherwise and called

him to higher service. He lived a short life, but lived it well

to the glory of God and the honor of his calling.

A. F. Groesbeck.

S. R. HODGE, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

Since it has pleased Almighty God in His Divine Providence to

take from our midst our co-laborer in this field, Dr. Sidney R. Hodge,

we the undersigned members of the Faculty of Boone College and its

Departments, have framed the following resolutions :
—

Resolved I: That while bowing to the Divine Will we wish to place on record

this token of our esteem for our departed friend and brother and our gratitude for

his blessed, holy Christian life, and our sincere sorrow in this our loss.

Resolved II: That we express our deep sympathy with the bereaved family
in the great affliction which has come upon them and pray that the comforting

presence of the Holy Spirit may be vouchsafed to them in their time of trial.

Resolved III: That a copy of these resolutions be put on file, printed in the

Boone Review, and that a copy be sent to each of the following, viz, St. John's

Echo, Chinese Recorder and The China MedicalJournal.

(Signed)

Jas. Jackson, President.

L. B. RidglEY, Dean of )

Divinity School. )
A. S. Cooper.

Howard Richards, Jr.
Robert A. Kemp.

MaryVernonGlenton, )

Medical Department. )

William Craig Martin.

Archie T. L- Ts'en.

W. K. Lowe.

David Z. T. Yui.

Bryant Liu.

Wei Sha-fang.

Newton S. K. T'sui.

Richey T. T. Wu.

Pearson Bannister.

John A. Wilson, Jr.,

Secretary of Faculty.
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A SAND-FLEA.

There once was an infant Chinee

Was requested to pause by the sea

In the interests of art,

But his speedy depart

ure disclosed but a flitting sand-flee.

THE CUSTOMS MEDICAL REPORTS.

An arrangement has been made between the authorities of the

Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs and the Journal, whereby in

future the reports of the customs surgeons will be regularly printed

in our issues and afterwards supplied by the customs in the form

of reprints. Those which appear in any one issue will be found

together under the title of "Reports of Customs Surgeons."

The arrangement promises to give general satisfaction. To the

customs authorities and the customs surgeons, it assures the

prompt and careful publication of their valuable contributions to the

fund of scientific medical knowledge of things and places Chinese.

In the past it was the custom to allow these to accumulate for some

years and then get out a lot of them together ; some of them thus

losing their freshness and even their value, and necessitating con-
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siderable patience and involving inevitable loss of interest on the part

of those supposed to send in regular yearly reports. Besides this

delay, the old plan afforded no definite or wide reading public for

papers which have, many of them, a very positive scientific value

for any and all interested in the nosography and climatology of

China. Now these papers will reach the whole body of those most

interested—the only purely scientific body in China—and also the

medical reviews and societies of Europe and America.

For the Journal it is a distinct gain in scope and interest and

will serve to broaden its reach and to unify the medical body in the

East.

We have at present the accumulation of some years of such

reports as have reached the Statistical Secretary, Mr. H. B. Morse, to

whose efforts the consummation of the whole arrangement is due.

Some of. these papers have largely lost their meaning, but others,

though of several years' standing, are of distinct value and well

worth publication, either because of their intrinsic merit, or

because of the isolation of the writer and small knowledge we have

of the locality. Certain of these older papers we shall print from

time to time, and we offer this explanation of the fact, but new

papers will always have the right of way. The few papers

of French or German authorship will, notwithstanding that the

Association is largely English-speaking, be published in the

language in which they are written.

In this connection we would say to the customs surgeons in

general that all medical practitioners in China or the East are

eligible to corresponding membership in the Association, and

whether as such or otherwise are always cordially welcome to

contribute matters of professional interest to the pages of the

Journal.

A QUESTION OF TITLE.

We have within the Association's ranks a goodly proportion of

the gentler. sex, graduates in medicine, in the best of professional

standing. We recognize with pride the distinguished ability of

some, the more modest industry of others, the charm, the refinement

and the Christian womanliness of all.
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We should like to have their opinion on a matter which

concerns themselves and also the editors somewhat, namely,

by what appellation do you desire to be collectively called ?

We receive certain communications, chiefly British in origin,

which use the term "lady physician ;" others, chiefly American

in source, which say "woman physician" with equal fidelity

and positivity.

Of course a doctor is a doctor, and Dr. Mary Jones is presumably

feminine in nature. But the general term is needed, as when we

speak of a new doctor for such and such a station, or collectively

of our sisters in the profession.

Even in the editors' sanctum there is a very amicable diversity

of usage, and though there is no money up on the question we

should hugely enjoy a few spicy remarks and opinions to indicate

how reason those most concerned. Do they prefer to have their

refinement so labelled or to have it taken for granted and no ques

tions raised? Is there a better term than those suggested ?

THE PROGRESS OF ABDOMINAL SURGERY.

One of the features of the last ten years has been the great

progress which has been made in the treatment of abdominal disease

by the surgeon.

It is now clearly recognized that the area in which is included

the dome of the diaphragm is one in which absorption of poisons

takes place with great rapidity and that it is very important that, as

far as may be, this area be kept unsoiled.

The practical result is that irrigation of the whole abdominal

cavity is employed seldom, and a patient with sepsis in the lower

part of the abdomen is after, or even before operation, placed in a

semi-sitting posture.

It is also now acknowledged that the covering of lymph found

on the intestines in a case of general peritonitis is partially at least

protective and one does not now eviscerate the abdomen and sponge

off this lymph coil by coil under the impression that it is a source

of danger.

It is also recognized that the peritoneum has a good deal of

power in dealing with doses of poison, and the result is that
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drainage is employed with much more discrimination and for a

shorter period of time.

The occurrence of ileus is better understood, though in some

points its pathology is still doubtful. Purgatives are used to a

greater, extent, and at an earlier date than formerly, and the value

of the turpentine enema, magnesium sulphate and strychnine is

settled beyond a doubt.

Morphia has taken its proper place. Whilst occasionally given

for extreme restlessness, it is now clear that this drug aids in the

production of ileus and should be avoided as far as possible after all

abdominal operations.

Simple suture for perforating ulcers of the stomach and duode

num has practically superseded all attempts to excise the ulcer, and

gastro enterostomy has taken its proper position as the surgical

treatment for cases of gastric and duodenal ulcer which fail to yield

to medical treatment.

The posterior operation has, to a large extent, taken the position

of the anterior operation in the performance of gastro enterostomy.

The formation of a lateral opening between the two portions of

bowel on either side of the gastro enterostomy opening has not

gained any great favour, and is denounced as unnecessary by some

of the most skilful surgeons in this class of operation.

In the treatment of appendicitis the advocates of early operation

have more than maintained their position and as it is clear that a

number of those who have passed through operations for the simple
evacuation of abscesses connected with the appendix, have subse

quently to be subjected to appendicectomy, many now endeavour to

secure and remove the appendix at the same time that the abscess is

opened. Providing that this is done with due care, it does not seem

that the danger of the operation is much accentuated.

Progress has undoubtedly been made in the operative work

which deals with the ureters and bladder. Improved methods have

been devised and many successful cases have been recorded of implan

tation (a) of the ureters and portion of the bladder into the rectum in

cases of extroversion of the bladder, (b) of implantation of the ureter

into the colon, (c) of implantation of the ureter into the bladder.

Further progress has also been made in the methods of dealing
with ureteral calculus and the suture of the incised or divided ureter.
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With reference to the operative work relating to the gall bladder

and bile ducts the methods already devised have been improved and

in many cases made nearly perfect. Cholecystotomy still maintains

its position, in spite of the persistent attempts of some operators to

replace it in all cases of biliary calculus by cholecystectomy. It is

also now well recognized that a cholecystotomy may greatly benefit

certain inflammatory conditions about the head of the pancreas.

As to operations on the pelvic organs, it seems not unlikely that

a complete abdominal-vaginal hysterectomy may replace the old

operation of vaginal hysterectomy for cancer. The initial danger is

of course greater, but the final results are, as far as one may judge
much better as regards the recurrence of malignant disease.

With regard to ovariotomy but little needs be said. The

removal of ovarian tumours and cysts and broad ligament cysts is

undertaken with complete success by a vast number of operators.

Partial operations for the removal of fibroids have latterly come

more into prominence, but seem unlikely except in certain individual

cases to replace the operation of supravaginal hysterectomy. As to

ruptured tubal gestation but little need be said. The question of

immediate operation is still debated. In cases in which extra-uterine

gestation has gone to term opinion is still divided as to whether

operation should be performed at term, or the case deferred till the

foetus is dead. For both sides a good deal may be said and the

question is not finally settled.

As to the suture of divided intestine a number of new clamps
some of which may find a place in future work, have been placed
on the market. Simple suture still holds its own, whilst in cases

needing to be done with great rapidity Murphy's button or some

such appliance is most useful. Senn's plates for lateral anastomosis

seem to have practically dropped out of use.

The struggle still continues as to the best way of suturing the

abdominal wound so as to secure firm union and the avoidance

of a subsequent ventral hernia. It seems clear that the main

thing to seek is first intention of the wound. If this is secured

hernia rarely follows, and whether it is secured by suture in

layers, or through and through stitches properly inserted, seems

immaterial. If the wound does not heal by first intention the

buried sutures may prove a great nuisance.
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Some surgeons make a point of not opening the abdomen in the

exact middle line but through the sheath of the rectus. As to the

precise value of this proceeding, it is doubtful whether any great

benefit is secured thereby.

Chloroform still holds the premier place as an ansesthetic for

abdominal operations. Ether does not seem likely to displace it in

this field of surgery, still less any form of local ansesthetic. Spinal

anaesthesia has not come into general favour and as to local anaesthe

tics the failure to secure relaxation of the abdominal muscles and

the presence of the patient must always prove deterrents to their use.

As to ligatures. Silk for the intra-abdominal work and silk

worm gut for the suture of the abdominal wall seem likely to hold

their own. The thicker kinds of silk are now but rarely used, and

number four is found to be thick enough for all ordinary cases.

There is more and more a feeling against the use of strong

antiseptics in the abdomen and boiled water and saline solution

seem likely to be generally used.

A great many surgeons advocate the leaving of a pint to a pint

and a half of hot saline in the abdomen, as this undoubtedly dimin

ishes the thirst from which so many patients suffer.

Less and less reliance seems to be placed on rectal feeding, and

many surgeons allow their patients back to normal diet as soon as the

bowels have been satisfactorily opened.
J. P. M.

DR. McALL ILL.

We have been grieved to hear that Dr. P. L. McAll, of the

L. M. S., Hankow, who is at present on furlough, is lying seriously

ill with typhoid fever in Edinburgh. We trust that the next

mails will bring better news of his condition. Our friends will join

us in sympathetic prayer on his behalf.

THE STATISTICS AGAIN.

We are by no means satisfied with the statistical returns which

are made year by year by the various hospitals, nor are we, pace* the

other editor, quite satisfied with the "return sheet
"

provided by our

* Note. "Me too!"—Other Ed.
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Journal for such statistics. We know that valuable statistics are

hard to obtain. It is easy to get returns dealing with the number

of out- and in-patients seen and operations performed, and also the

amount of money received and spent, but it is difficult to get such

returns as are worth getting.

Fallacies occur all along the line, and we fear it will be

ever so while we continue to run our hospitals as at present.

Did space permit we could by illustration show how the present

system fails to give information which is of value as a guide to

others.

We have been making a careful study of the reports which

reach us from time to time, and we find that there seem to be as

many ways of making statistical returns as there are doctors and

hospitals. One would think that on the simple question of out

patients there would not be much room for difference. Yet we

find some who divide their out-patient numbers into new and old

merely, while others put in a third class, viz., "daily dressings;"

these latter, we presume, are not seen daily by the surgeon, but

dressed by the native staff.

The number of beds and the number of in-patients seem to be

fairly reliable all round, although we can see how fallacies may even

arise in these matters. Sometimes on dividing the number of

in-patients by the number of beds available for such we are struck by

the fact that either very many of the patients can only remain in a

few days, or else a good many must be accommodated elsewhere

than in beds, presumably on the floor ! With regard to operations

considerable divergence is noticed. What should be included under

the head of operations ? It is difficult to find the happy mean.

Some hospitals, as judged by their reports, seem to count every

thing from the removal of a tooth or the scraping of an ulcer in

the out-patient department to the amputation of a limb or abdom

inal section in the operation room. Couldn't we get uniformity

along some line or another ? Let us separate completely in our

reports the out-patient department and its work from the in

patient department ! Even here, however, we should make a sub

division ; many slight and comparatively unimportant things are

done in the wards and should never be classed under operations in

the proper sense of the term, e. g. , we have noticed some hospitals
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whose operation list contains so many "paracentesis abdomin."

It sounds well, but still, should we class it with operation room

work ? A fair division seems to be one which puts the question

of anaesthesia to the front, and classes as operations worthy

of the name such as are done under anaesthesia, i.e., chloroform,

ether, A. C. E., ethyl chloride, cocaine, etc. Even here we may

find a fallacy; still it would be difficult to get a much more reliable

system.

On the financial returns and the conclusions which are at times

based on them a good deal may be said. People, interested and

uninterested in medical missions, glance down the schedule and

see one hospital of so many beds costing so much money per annum,

and close at hand they notice another hospital of the same number

of beds run for considerably less. No wonder they ask the reason

why, and allege extravagance against the one, whereas it is seldom

we hear the question of the efficiency or inefficiency (more

probable) of the other called to account. This difference in

annual expenditure may result from various causes, not one of

which is even hinted at in our reports or schedules. We think

we may safely say it is seldom the question of extravagance or

that of inefficiency. From what we know of the various methods

of hospital running and account keeping we think we see other

reasons.

In some hospitals the food account never appears in the

annual financial statement, simply because the patients deal directly

with the cook, and the food receipts and food expenditure never

pass through the hands of the doctor in charge, and hence never appear
in his accounts. Other hospitals, however, proceed along different

lines and control the food arrangement, with the result that the

food receipts and kitchen expenditure necessarily appear with

the annual financial statement of accounts, thereby causing an

apparent increase in the cost of running. Other points might

be dealt with, but time and space both forbid. Can we do

something to bring about a better order of affairs, so that our

annual reports and our statistical schedules may be something
more than matters of curiosity. Let us be honest in all things,

even in the counting up of our patients and the schedule of our

operations.
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PUBLICATION COMMITTEE.

As some must be disappointed at the delay in publishing our

medical works it should be stated that this is partly due to the large

amount of time absorbed by work on nomenclature. The com

mittee feels that the most urgent piece of work is the issuing of a

complete medical nomenclature. This is basal to all our publica
tions. Many consultations on knotty term problems have been

held by members of the Terminology Committee, and this autumn

and winter the Editorial Secretary's time will be almost wholly

occupied with compiling and publishing this book. It has been

found impossible meanwhile to proceed with the printing of Osier's

medicine. No one who has not worked at it can realize the infinite

pains required in drawing up a scientific nomenclature.

The delay in the case of one of the text-books is largely due to

the translator's thoroughness leading to such a recasting of the

manuscript that it may be said to be a retranslation. Then too

the presses in China in dealing with books printed in both Chinese

and English cannot work expeditiously.

The lack of funds and the extreme technicality of the subject

prevent the secretary from obtaining efficient Chinese assistance.

There are at present three books ready for the press, had we the

money to justify us in printing and the time to read the proofs.

Rose and Carless' Surgery has been taken as the basis of a

Chinese surgery, and the work is being divided among several

translators so as to produce it as soon as possible.

If any members are doing, or plan to do any translating, will

they please communicate with the secretary that there may be

no overlapping ?

If any who intend teaching any of our books will obtain the

English original they will find their task greatly lightened. This

is especially true of the more technical books. The English works

can be ordered through the Mission Presses or home booksellers.

The names are given below :—

Obstetrics. —Evans (Montreal), Lea Bros., Philadelphia.

Gynecology.
—Penrose, 5th edition, ,,

Physiology.
—Halliburton (Kirke), John Murray, London.

Therapeutics.
—Hare, Blakiston, Philadelphia.

Bacteriology.
—Archinard, Lea Bros,, ,,

Skin Diseases.—Duhring, Blakiston, ,,

Eye.
—Norris, ,, . ,,
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Whitney's translation ofGray's Anatomy and Gillison's transla

tion of Luff's Chemistry use the new nomenclature and are therefore

in line with our publications.

Subscriptions to the Publication Committee Fund.

Dr. De Vol (additional) .. $2.00 Dr. E. C. Peake ... 5.00

,, Judd 5.00 ,, McWillie (additional) 5.00

„ Myers 10.00 ,, Machle 5-49

,,
Butchart (hospital) .. 50.00 ,, Gillison... 10.00

,,
W. H. Jefferys (special) 50.00 ,,

Booth 5.00

,, Morley (Tls. 20) 27.78 ,, H. B. Taylor ... .. 15.00

„ E. F. Wills 5.00

,, Huntley 5-oo $200.27

NEW MEMBERS OF THE C. M. M. A.

Joined through the Manchurian Branch, June, 190J.
Miss I. Aitken, L.R.C.P. and S.E.,
Miss E. J. Miller, M.D., Ch.B. (Glas.)
Miss M. E. McNeill, L.R.C.P. and )

S.E.,M.B., Ch. B. (Glas.) \
Miss J. D. Mitchell, M.D

R. J. Gordon, M.A., M.B., CM. ...

Walter Phillips, M.D

U.F., Liaoyang.
U.F., Mukden.

I. P., Kwangchengtzu.

I. P., Fakumen.

I. P., Kwangchengtzu.
I. P., Newchwang.

Joined through the Korean Branch,

E. D. Follwell, M.D.

J. W. Hirst, M.D. ...

W. T. Reid, M.D. ...

Mary M. Cutler, M.D.

Emma Ernsberger, M.D.

Mrs. L. B. Tait, M.D.

Kate McMillan, M.D.

W. B. Scranton, M.D.

H. Currell, M. B., Ch.B.

September 9U1, 1907.

... M. E., Pyengyan§
A. P. N., Seoul.

M. E. S., Songdo.
... M. E., Seoul.

A. p!'s., Chunju.
Can. Presb., Wonsan.

Unattached, Seoul.

Aus. Presb., Chinju.

Joined through the Kuling Branch, Summer, 1907.

W. E. Robertson, M.D. ... A. P. M., Hengchowfu, Hunan.
W. L. Berst, M.D. ... A. P. M., Changteh via Hankow.
J. W. Bradley, M.D. ... A. P. M., Sutsien via Chinkiang.
Mrs. T. Gillison, L.R.C. P. and S.E. L.M.S., Hankow.

NOTES.

Tabes seems to be somewhat prevalent amongst the medical

missionaries of China. The secretary can testify to the frequent absence

of any reflex action, and as the stimulus was properly administered it is

greatly to be feared the lesion in the arc is usually a central one. Few
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answers were received to a cordial invitation to 30 or 40 outsiders to join
our ranks. There is a considerable number of medical missionaries who

are not members of the C. M. M. A. Brethren and sisters, this ought not

so to be. Let each of us be a recruiting agent until all, whether old

residents or new arrivals, have enrolled themselves. It will be good for

them and good for us. Some are only waiting to be asked, some have

written "I have long wanted to join, but did not know how." Among

recent proposals are those of Dr. Shelton, of Ta-chien-lo and Dr. Clarke,

of Ta-li-fu. It is a far cry to these distant outposts. Let us remember

to pray daily for each other and for the work of the Association that

strength and grace may be abundantly given aud His work prosper in

our hands.

This same tabetic condition is affecting our treasury. Our dues,

$4 a year, are due in January. Have you paid yet? Don't keep the

poor Presbyterian Press tapping your unresponsive tendon all the year.

Kick out now please. I hesitate to mention it, but it would seem some

have not paid for three years
—a very chronic condition.

We have received a quaint silvery sheet with this legend :
—

1882—1907.

Dr. and Mrs. George Arthur Stuart

At Home

Saturday, October Twenty-sixth.

Our warmest congratulations to our honoured president and his

dear lady. If our greetings are necessarily a little belated they are none

the less of the heartiest.

Haven't you sometimes wished for helpful Chinese phrases along

the line of your medical work? One of our Mandarin-speaking members

mentioned recently that he found "Hospital Dialogue in Shanghai

Thoo-bak
"

most useful. The changes of vernacular were easily made.

Korea is forging ahead. Look out for your laurels, Central China 1

Benjamin may beat Judah. Welcome, latest olive branch ! The trunk

salutes you ! It also wonders why its silvery sides are not adorned with

more fair twigs. Come now, North China, Canton, Fukien, Szechwan,

etc., do some sprouting !

Dr. Scranton, of Seoul, has been appointed to a chair in the new

Korean Government Hospital Medical School and set apart at present
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for the preparation of a medical and scientific dictionary and other

literary work for Korea. He hopes to be able to get the fullest equip

ment for the work at the earliest moment, but feels in something of a

difficulty with the C. M. M. A. terms on one hand and the Japanese on

the other. He writes: "We as yet have no settled vocabulary of a

scientific sort, but are groping." We have groped too for many years,

but think we see light among the tree trunks now. "Good hunting,

brother," as Kipling says. When it is mentioned that the acquisitive

Scot bulks largely on the Nomenclature Committee, you will credit the

statement that it has creamed the Japanese and all other dictionaries it

could lay its hands on ! If our Chinese terms can be of any help to you

in your great work we shall feel doubly repaid for our labour.

Over 140 auswers were received to the circular re Medical

Schools, an unprecedented return which shows keen interest in the

subject. Details as to the results of the voting are being sent to

our members. Suffice it here to state that the general opinion with

reference to schools teaching in Chinese is in favour of a few good

ones, e.g., one each in the North, South, East, West and Centre

of the empire. Amalgamation of existing schools in these districts

is urged and a strong pronouncement is made in favour of union

schools and the use of Mandarin in all those using Chinese. Some urge

the establishment of women's medical schools and of postgraduate

departments and that the educational standard and conditions of

admission to all schools should be uniform.

P. B. C.

[The Chairman of the Research Committee has issued the following letter to

the members of the Committee, which explains so clearly his ideas on their work

that it is well worth reprinting here],

CHINA M. M. A. RESEARCH COMMITTEE.

Tainan, Formosa, )

1st August, /poy. \
Dear Doctor :—

I must apologise that, owing to great pressure of work on my

return from Shanghai, I have so far failed to write you on the subject of
our Research Committee and its work.

The details of what led up to the formation of the committee and of

its proposed work are already in your hands. Into a few details I

should like to enter more particularly.
I fear that our committee must be regarded, for the present, rather
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as a make-shift body, though I believe that if we work together we may

succeed in initiating a very useful scheme.

Dr. Hodge expressed very clearly the opinions of myself and I

have no doubt of many others, when at the recent meetings he came out

so strongly for local branches of the Association. Certainly the Central

China Branch is setting us a noble example of how a branch should be

run. And, until the Association becomes regularly subdivided into

such branches, I believe that the Research Committee will be greatly

handicapped in its work.

My ideal of a Research Committee is one composed of a single
member from each of the local divisions of the Association. In lieu of

this we have tried to choose men, as far as possible, from each large

district, and further propose to add one from each new branch of the

Association formed if not already represented on the committee. Our

duties, as members of the Research Committee, are :
—

First: To stir up an interest in scientific research, and especially along the

line we have chosen for this term, among the medicals in our own region.

Second : To gather the results of their work together in a form for publication.

Third : To forward the same at stated periods to me the chairman. About

this last, I would add a few words Please understand that the chairman will

neither add nor subtract a single word from the reports sent to him for publication,
whether from the branches or from the individual members of committee. He will

pass them on for publication in the Journal or, should they prove too voluminous

for that, in separate pamphlet form. The reason why it is important that reports
should pass through the chairman's hands before publication is that he may have

the opportunity of reviewing together the reports coming from different provinces
of the Empire and so of summarizing the whole of the work done.

Fourth : To help the members near us to solve some of the difficulties which

they are sure to meet with, especially in beginning this work, as also any other

pathological puzzles they may meet with.

The details of the proposed research work have been already

published and I only add that I am anxious, if possible, to have

preliminary reports from you in December of this year. You may say

that it is improbable that by that time much work can have been done.

True, still let us be able to announce that we have got to work and that

we are determined that the work shall proceed. This will greatly

encourage those still lagging behind to fall into line.

Finally, fellow members of the Research Committee, we have started

out on a new line of work and we must not, cannot, for the honour of

our Association allow it to be a failure. If you have any suggestions

for making the committee more effective, or any more names which you

think should be added to it, please communicate at once with me and I

will circulate such proposals or suggestions among the other members of

our committee.

I remain, very sincerely yours,

James L- Maxwell, Chairman.
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Conducted by James I,. Maxwkdl, M.D.

Extra-corporeal Stages ofHerpeto-
monas and the Lcishman-

Donovan Body.

The Scientific Memoirs by Officers

of the Medical and Sanitary Depart
ments of the Government of India,

No. 27, contains a preliminary report
by Captain Patton, I. M. S., on the

development of the Leishman-Don-

ovan body in the bed-bug, a very

important and interesting piece of

work and one which ma)' consider

ably affect the prophylaxis of kala-

azar. The rarity of Leishman-

Douovan bodies in the peripheral
blood was supposed to preclude the

chance of insects being intermediary
hosts, but Captain Patton shows

that in certain cases those parasites
occur quite commonly in the poly
morphonuclear leucocytes circulat

ing in the peripheral blood. By

feeding different insects on such

cases he has found that the bodies

cannot be recovered from Pediculus

corporis, Culex fatigans, Anppheles
stepensi, Stegomyia sugens, or the

tick Ornithadoros savignyi, but all

the intermediate stages of develop
ment and numerous fully developed
flagellates, similar to those seen in

cultures of splenic blood, may be

readily obtained from the mid-gut
of the bug.
This is a very decided advance in

our knowledge of the extracorporeal

stage of the Leishman-Donovan

body, and supports very strongly
the original view of Rogers that

the bug might act as the interme

diary in the spread of the disease.

It still remains to be shown wheth

er the flagellate undergoes any

further development, and also how

it gets back to man when the bug
bites again.

We may add that we have re

ceived from Captain Patton a prelim

inary note on the life cycle of a

species of Herpetomonas found in

Cidex pipiens, which will be pub
lished shortly. The interest of the

subject lies in the fact that there is

a similarity between the develop
mental forms of the Leishman-

Donovan bodies in the bed-bug and

those Herpetomonas found in mos

quitoes. In the hind gut of larvae

of Culex pipiens, round and oval

parasites with a macronucleus and a

micron ticleus can be demonstrated,

and it is found that they eventually

divide longitudinally and develop

flagella. In the nymphs or pupae,

by compound division, rosettes may

form, and in older nymphs the in

dividuals flagellate and the rosettes

begin to break up. In the adult

mosquitoes the parasites are seen

as elongated spindles, from the

anterior end of which a long wavy

flagellum protrudes. Captain Pat

ton has also been able to follow

some stages in the life-cycle of a

species of Crithiclia in a water-bug.

Though some gaps in the cycle still

remain to be filled in, enough has

been accomplished to show that

these two parasites pass their com

plete cycle in their insect hosts, and

are quite distinct from the try-

panosomata and other blood para
sites.—British Medical fournal,
29th June, 1907.

From the Annual Report of the

Imperial Ca?icer Re

search Fund.

It had now been amply demon

strated that the soil was rendered

unsuitable for growth :—
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(a). When a mouse had recovered
from a previous successful inoculation of

cancerous tissue of its own species.

(b). When previous inoculation had

not been successful, but had led to the

absorption of cancerous tissue.

(c). After a previous inoculation of
normal mouse blood.

(d). Ill-health in a mouse, in con

sequence of infective disease, in which,
as was well known, digestive activity
was depressed, hindered the growth of

cancerous tissue when inoculated.

The active agent in inducing the

protection, mentioned under (c)
was the corpuscle, injections of

serum having no effect. On the

contrary, the growth of cancer in

mice had not been inhibited by
inoculating the cancerous tissues or

the blood of other species.
They had found that the protec

tion conferred by the spontaneous

absorption of tumours which had

grown for a time was most efficient

against subsequent inoculations of

tumour tissue from the same strain

as that which had been absorbed.

The protection was less for tumours

of a different strain, and might
even be wanting. The degree of

protection against any one strain of

tumour was proportional to the

amount of that tumour which had

been absorbed.

Mice which apparently had been

completely protected against the

inoculation of cancer had developed
the disease spontaneously. Their

methods for protecting mice only

prevented the grafts from taking,
and did not hinder growth once the

grafts had taken and organic union

with the host had been established.

The fact that cancer had developed
spontaneously in animals completely
protected against the inoculation of

grafts pointed to the probability
that the organic union between the

tumours and the animals attacked

was established from the very

beginning of the disease. Satsifac-

tory evidence was still wanting of

the existence in the serum of protec-
ed animals of substances directly
harmful to the cancer cell.—British

Medical Journal, 6th July, 1907.

In the British MedicalJournal of

July 20th, 1907, there are two com.-

munications, both of which deserve

careful attention.

There is first a resume^ of the

report of the Advisory Committee

at present inquiring into the prob
lems of plague. In this, the sec

ond report, the conclusions are as

follows :—

(a) Rat plague in the rat is easily

recognized post mortem, and with a

skilled observer microscopical ex^

amination is not needed.

(b) Rats can be infected by

feeding with plague material derived
from other dead rats, but the post
mortem appearances are different

llrogress tit tropical ^tisensts.

ted By J. Pre&ion Maxwell, M,B., B.S., F.

not often infected bynature are

feeding.
(c) The bubo generally develops

in those groups of glands which are

in connection with the skin area

through which infection takes place.
(d) In the matter of plague fleas

the following are the conclusions :—

1. The average capacity of a rat flea's
stomach is approximately 0.5c.mm. On

this basis a flea imbibing the blood of

a plague rat showing a good septicaemia
might take as many as 5,000 germs into

its stomach.

2. Multiplication of the plague bacil
lus tak.es place in the stomach of the rat

flea.

3. The approximate proportion of fleas
in the stomach of which multiplication
of plague bacilli takes place has been

from those naturally infected and
j determined, and it has been shown that

afford strong evidence that rats in I the proportion varies with the season of
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the year, being six times greater iu the

epidemic season than in the non-epidemic
season.

4. Plague bacilli are present in the

rectum and faeces of fleas taken from

plague rats, and such faeces are infective

to guinea-pigs both by cutaneous and by
subcutaneous inoculation.

5. On rare occasions plague bacilli

have been found in the oesophagus, but
never in any other region of the body,
such as the body cavity or salivary
glands,
6. During the plague season fleas

might remain infective for fifteen days
after imbibing infective blood, but dur

ing the non-epidemic season no animal

was infective after the seventh day.
7. A single rat flea may transmit the

disease.

8. Both male and female rat fleas can

transmit the infection.

9. Experimenting with cat fleas {P.
felis) and human fleas (P. irritans),
twenty-seven experiments with the form
er were unsuccessful, and out of thirty-
seven experiments with the latter three

successes were obtained. Two experi
ments were made with C.fasciatus—both

were successful. Multiplication of the

plague bacillus takes place in the stomach
of the human flea.

10. The plague bacillus has never

been seen in the body cavity or in the

salivary glands of infected fleas.

Evidence has been obtained to show

that the bite of a healthy flea affords a

sufficient avenue for infection by sep-
ticaemic blood if it is spread upon the

bitten part.
No evidence has been obtained in

favour of infection by contaminated

mouth-parts or regurgitation from the

stomach, but the possibility of infection

by such means cannot be excluded.

(e) With regard to the question
of the rat flea and the possibility of

its biting man and thus transferring
the infection observations were

made as quoted below :
—

The Commission has made many
observations which show that P.

cheopis will make use of man as a

host, and may be captured in large
numbers on men in plague-infected
houses. The following was one of

the methods employed :
—

About forty fleas, caught on wild

Bombay rats, were placed in a wide-
mouthed jar, which had a little sand at

the bottom. Twice daily a man's hand
and forearm were introduced into the jar

and left in for fifteen minutes each time.

Fleas which crawled up the forearm were

gently pushed back before they could

escape. It was observed that the fleas

bit readily, and the man himself was

soon cognizant of the fact. About every

ten days the sand was removed and fresh

sand substituted, so that multiplication
of the original fleas by breeding was

excluded. Five experiments in all were

done after this method, with the follow

ing result :

Experiment 1. One flea was found

alive on the twenty-fourth day.
Experiment 2. One flea was found

alive on the ninth day. In this experi
ment the sand had not been washed, and

there was present a fine dust, which by
blocking the tracheal openings was prob
ably prejudicial to the lives of the fleas.

They were often observed to be dusted

over with this material.

Experiment 3. One flea was found

alive on the twenty-fifth day.
Experiment 4 One flea was found

alive on the twenty-fifth day.
Experiment 5. One flea was found

alive on the twenty-seventh day.

From the above experiments it is

seen that it was possible to keep
rat fleas alive for nearly four weeks

by feeding them on human blood.

There was a considerable mortality
during this time, but the main facts

stand out (a) that they fed readily
on man, and (b) that some of them

were still alive after twenty-five
days.
It may be mentioned that rat

fleas kept under similar circum

stances, but without food, never

survived longer than one week.

The following observations, which
were carried out in a building un

usually severely stricken with

plague, are also of interest iu this

connexion :
—

1. April 17th : 40 fleas were caught on
a man who went into one of the rooms

for a short time. They were all P.
irritans.

2. April 18th : 113 fleas were caught
on a man who entered one of the rooms.

The species were as follows : P. irritans,
55 ; P. cheopis, 51 ; P. felis, 7.
3. April 19th : 76 fleas were caught on

a man who entered one of the rooms for
a short time The species were as fol
lows : P. irritans, 40 : P. cheoiis, u

■

P. felis, 2.
F ^'
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4. April 20th : 80 fleas were caught on
a man who entered one of the rooms.

The species were as follows : P. irritans,
18 ; P cheopis, 60 ; P. felis, 2.

Thus, in three out of four rooms of

this chawl, which was badly infected,
abundaut rat fleas were taken on the

legs of men who entered the rooms only
for a short time.

The second communication is one

from Dr. Wellman of W. Africa.

He claims to have cultivated

developmental forms of Filaria peu-

^nroical

Conducted by A. \

Loss of vitreous humor in the

operation for extraction of cataract.

J. M. Ray, Journal A. M. A., July
6th.

The author comes to the follow

ing conclusion.

1. Loss of vitreous adds to the

danger of primary infection; this

danger being irrespective of the

amount lost, but depended on the

care of preparation of field of opera

tion.

2. The danger of irridocyclitis

during the stage of healing is ma

terially increased by the loss of

vitreous. The increased activity in

the blood vessels and lymphatics

during the repair of the trauma

tism necessary to the operation,

being overtaxed, excites changes in

the iris and ciliary body that end in

a hyalitis, with closing of the pupil

lary space and anterior phthisis.

3. When vitreous is once lost

the material replacing it is probably

aqueous, the framework is never

reformed and the vitreous become

fluid throughout. Floating par

ticles increase in amount as time

goes by, fibrillary bands are thrown

out from the retina to take the

place of the reticulum of the vitre

ous. These bands contract, caus

ing minus tension and retinal

detachments, followed by the char-

tans in Ornithodoros Monbata (one

species of tick).
Development he believes to be

complete about the 21st to the 23rd

day, though the large forms may

be obtained from the tick for at

least two months.

His conclusions point to the be

lief that the cycle is probably direct,
from man to tick and from tick

back again to man.

1 Jlotjs.

W. Tucker, M.D.

acteristic square atrophied eye due

to the action of the recti muscles

on the softened globe.

The treatment of joint anky
losis by means of transplantation
of cartilage. A. R. J. Waglowski,
Zentualblatt fiir Chirurge, April,
1907.

Attempts to restore mobility in

ankylosed joint have generally fail
ed ; hence it is often thought wise

to do fixation in good position.

Attempts to interpose muscle, fatty
tissues and foreign bodies have had

poor success.

The author selected a case of anky
losed elbow on which he had pre

viously operated without restoring
mobility. The soft parts with the

periosteum were mobilized and re

tracted. He then sawed out a mass

which corresponded to a humeral

joint surface from the shapeless
mass, then a corresponding surface

of the ulna and finally freed the

head of the radius. He then ex

posed the cartilages of the 6th and

7th ribs, and removed two strips
of cartilage corresponding to the

whole length and breadth of the car

tilages, but including only half of

their thickness. The strips were

placed between the two new formed
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joint surfaces, with the perichon*
drium toward the surface. The

closely opposed bones kept the

strips in place without sutures.

The wound heal by first intention,
and on the tenth day movements

tvere begun. In four weeks the

patient could bend his elbow 6o°-7o°
and had normal pronation and supi
nation.

A second operation of similar

nature resulted excellently.

IReports of Xocal Branches.

KOREA MEDICAL MISSIONARY

ASSOCIATION.

The first meeting was held at

8.30 a.m., on September 9th, 1907,
in the Seoul Union.

Present : Drs. Avison t Wells(

Daniel and Weir.

The meeting was called to order

by the convener, Dr. Daniel.

It was Resolved, That the mem

bers present form themselves into

a local branch of the Medical Mis

sionary Association of China.

It was Resolved^ That the con

stitution-be that of the central As

sociation with the exception of

Article 7.
It was Resolved, that the Associa^

tion meet in conference at 8 p.rti.,
on September 9th and 10th, in Dr.

Scranton's office.

The adjourned meeting was held

in Dr. Scranton's office at 8 p.m.,
on September 9th, and was called

to order by the convener, who was

then elected to the chair.

Prayer was offered by Dr. Reid

of Song Do.

After a few words of introduction

by the chairman, a papet was tead

by Dr. Weir reporting the con

ference of the Association at Shang
hai in April 1907 and urging those

present to join in forming an as^

sociation.

The following active members

were then elected from among those

present :—

E. D. Follwell, M.D., American

Meth. Epis. ) Pyeng Yang,

J. W. HiRST, M.D., American Pres

byterian, North, Seoul.

WighTman T. Reid, M.D., Amer

ican Meth. Epis., South, Song

Do.

Mary M. Cutler, M.D., Amer

ican Meth. Epis., Seoul.

Emma Ernsberger, M.D., Amer

ican Meth. Epis., Seoul.

Mrs. L. B. Tait, M.D. ,
American

Presbyterian, South, Chun Ju.

Kate McMillan, M.D., Canadian

Presbyterian, Won San.

W. B. Scranton, M.D., Unat

tached, Seoul.

The constitution was then dis

cussed, and after being amended,

was adopted as follows, for one year

provisionally :
—

The Korea Medical Missionary

Association.

(Being the Korea branch of the Medical

Missionary Association of China.)

Constitution.

1. That this society be called "The

Korea Medical Missionary Association."

2. That it be in affiliation with the

Medical Missionary Association of China.

3. That its objects be :—

I. The presentation of the Gospel
through the art of healing to the Korean

people.
II. (a) The cultivation and advance

ment of the science of medicine in

geileral
(b) The imparting of a knowledge of

the same to the Koreans, through teach

ing, as well as by the preparation of

ttiedical literature in the Korean lan

guage.
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(c) The promotion of a spirit of mu
tual helpfulness among the members of

the medical profession in this country.
4 All members of the Association

must be graduates of some recognised
medical college and shall be divided into

the following three classes :—

(a) Active Members, who shall be engaged in

medical missionary work in Korea.

_
(b) Associate Members, being medical prac-

tioners engaged in private practice or medical

missionaries engaged in other forms of mission

work in Korea.

(c) Honorary Members, who shall be such

medical graduates as shall be duly elected by the
vote of the Association.

Members can be elected at any ordi

nary meeting of the Association after

being proposed and seconded by two

members.

5. The officers of the Association shall

be a president, vice-president, treasurer
and secretary, and shall be elected an

nually at a general meeting of the As

sociation. The secretary shall send a

report of all meetings and the names of

all active members on election to the

secretary of the Medical Missionary As

sociation of China.

6. This constitution can only be alter

ed by a three-fourths vote of those pres
ent at a general meeting of the As

sociation.

The following were unanimously
elected officers :

—

President, Dr. O. R, Avison, Seoul.

Vice-President, Dr. J. Hunter

Wells, Pyeng Yang.
Treasurer, ) Dr. H. H. Weir,

Secretary, \ Chemulpo.

It was also decided to appoint an

editor, subject to agreement with

the editor, of the Journal, and Dr.

J. W. Hirst, Seoul, was elected to

this post.

The following were also elected

members :
—

HonoraryMember : A. I. Ludlow,

M.D., Cleveland, Ohio.

Associate Member: J. W. Nolan,

M.D., Korea.

The meeting was adjourned and

closed with prayer.
The adjourned meeting was re

sumed at 8 p.m., on September
10th, and after being called to order

by the president was opened with

prayer.
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A paper was then read by Dr.

A. I. Ludlow on Some Advances in

Surgery, in which stress was laid

on the treatment of abscesses and

sinuses by suctioii and by hyperse-
mia ; on spinal anaesthesia, and on

the preparation of the hands, aud

urging a wide outlook and the ob

servation of new work being done

throughout the world. Eight mem
bers took part in the discussion.

The following gentleman was

elected an active member :—

H. Currell, M.B., Australian

Presbyterian, Chin Ju.

By-laws were discussed and de

cided upon as follows :—

By-laws.

I. Meetings.—A general meeting shall
be held annually at such time and place
as shall be decided by the Association.
District meetings may be held in

various centres as may be convenient.

A special general meeting shall be

called by the officers on the request of

not less than eight members after at least
one month's notice in writing to every
member.

2. All nurses engaged in mission work

iu Korea shall be entitled to attend all

meetings and take part in all professional
discussions.

3. Active members shall pay a sub

scription of one yen annually to the

treasurer in addition to the yearly dues

of $4 Mex. to the treasurer of the

Medical Missionary Association of China,
and associate members shall pay a fee of

one yen to the treasurer.

4. The following shall be the order of
business for each meeting, in the transac
tion of which Roberts' Rules of Order

shall be enforced :—

a Calling the roll of members.
b. Reading of the Minutes.

c. The election of new members.

d. The election of officers and appointment of

permanent committees.

e. Reports of officers and committee.

f. Business arising out of these reports.
g. Unfinished business.

h. New business and written communications.

5. The officers of the Association shall

constitute a committee of arrangements
which shall provide a programme and

make all arrangements for the general
annual meeting.
6. These by-laws may be altered or

added to by a majority vote at any

general meeting of the Association.
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Dr. Weir reported the request of

the parent Association as to research

and asked all members to do what

they could to fall in with the

suggestion and report to him their

results before the end of the

year.

It was decided to appoint a num

ber of committees of one each to

collect questions and suggestions on
various subjects and report at the

next meeting.
It was decided that the next

meeting be held in Seoul before the

meetings of the General Council

next year, namely on September
i, 3, 4, 1908. The secretary was

instructed to inform the secretaries

of the various missions of the

date.

Dr. Hirst resigned the post, to

which he had been elected, of

editor, and Dr. Cutler was elected

in his place.
The president nominated the fol

lowing members to serve on the

various committees :
—

1. Report blanks and
records of pa
tients.

2. Evangelistic work,

3. Surgery.

4. Medicine.

5. Obstetrics and Gy
necology.

6. Diseases of chil

dren.

7. Medical education

8. Nurses 'education.

(By a nurse.)

9. Skin diseases.

Dr. HirsT.

Dr. McMillan.

Dr. Wells.

Dr. Follwell.

Dr. Ernsberger.

Dr. TaiT.

Dr. ScranTon.

I Miss Shields.

Dr. Daniel.

It was decided that the following
districts should be recognized :—

Northwest. As far south as Chai Ryeng.
Central. Seoul, Song Do, Ch'eng Ju,
Chemulpo.

Southwest. Kunsan, Chyen Ju, Cong Ju,
Coang Ju, Mokp'o.

Southeast. Tai Gu, Fusan, Chin Ju.
Northeast. Won San.

The secretary was directed to

send a list of the committees to all

members.

Amendment to the Constitution.

It was decided unanimously to

add to the end of clause 4 the

following words :—

(a) In the interim between meetings,
election may be made by circular letter,
in which case nomination by two active

members shall be made to the secretary,
who shall then send one voting paper
round all the active members in Korea

and shall declare election if the vote is

unanimous.

The meeting was closed with

prayer.

REPORT OF KULING M. M. A.

FOR 1907.

The K. M. M. A. is glad to be able to

report progress as to the activity and earn
estness of its membership even though
the tentative program prepared last year
was materially modified by the peculiar
providences through which we have been

called to pass.
The first meeting was made a decided

success by the coming of our honoured

friend, Dr. Cousland, who read a paper on

the
"

Past, Present and Future Prospects
of the Publication of Medical Works in

China." The K. M. M. A. thoroughly
appreciates the faithful work of Dr.

Cousland and wish him God-speed in his

service.

Owing to the deep sense of grief and

sympathy which prevailed immediately
following the death of Dr. Seabury and

Mr. Mann, the second meeting was

omitted by common consent.

With something like regularity it has

occurred that other important functions
have been appointed for Tuesday even

ings, and hence the third meeting had a

small attendance. It turned out, how

ever that those who did attend had a

very profitable meeting. The presenting
of interesting cases for consultation and

the discussion which followed seemed to

appeal to all, and it was suggested that a
similar meeting be arranged for next

season,

The third session was well attended ;
there being more than a score of phys
icians present. Dr. Edward Hume read

an able paper on the
"
Present Problems

ofTyphoid Fever, Clinical and Scientific."
We trust the paper will presently be

published when the medical profession
of China may share with us t'je pleasure
of examining at leisure this interesting
contribution.
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The election of officers which followed

resulted iu the election of four eminent

gentlemen, whose selection will guarantee
the success of the Association for the

coming vear.

President. Dr. Thos. Gillison.

Vice-President, Dr. W. A. Tatchell.

Honorary Secretary, Dr. W. E. Somer-

ville.

Treasurer, Dr, E. Hume.

We have reserved to the last to speak
of the grief which befel us in the depart
ure of the beloved Dr. Sydney R. Hodge
and yet so beautiful and strong was his

service upon earth that we assure our

hearts in the certainty of his triumphant
entrance into the joy of our Lord

Geo. F. DeVol,

Honorary Secretary.

Gorresponoence.

Editor Journal : Amongst the

very numerous tokens of esteem you

,
.. . will be sure

In Memoriam. . ,

Svdney R. Hodge,
to be

rece,V,:
M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

"g
°nf

a11

hands ot our

late friend, Dr. Hodge, who died at

Kuling after some mouths of weak

ness this summer, may I be allowed

to add my quota ?

To say that our medical mission

cause in China, and especially in

Central China, where he lived and

worked, has lost a chief, conveys a

very poor idea of the regard in

which we younger medicals who

knew and worked with him were

wont to regard him.

It was my privilege to have seen

him and seen him at his work in

Hankow almost immediately after

my arrival in China eleven years

ago, and I have never forgotten his

strong personality and sympathetic
heart from that day to this !

At once the Christian gentleman,
the wholesouled physician who lived

for his work and his hospital, the tact
and genius of his nature made him a

great favorite of all who knew him

from first to last. The C. C Med

ical Branch of our Association knew

this when more then once it elected

him to be its chairman, which post
he held at his decease.

Whilst taking a locum tenens in

Hankow in 1906 and 1907 I was

more than once in a tight place,
and after consultation with one's

confreres, the name of Dr. Hodge
invariably cropped up to clench a

diagnosis, or appeal to for accurate

treatment of a difficult case. He

was never too busy to see the

Chinese cases we sent along to him,

although his own hospital demand

ed so much of his own time and

strength.
In debate at the C. C. branch

meetings we "heard" him always
with pleasure, and for the sake of

seeing his own laboratory and

bacteriological research methods it

was always a keen pleasure to go to

his Wesleyan Mission Hospital for
our meetings.
I cannot write much to-day ;

these few weeks there has been a

gap
—and a big one

—iii one's heart

which will not be filled by another !

God takes away His workmen at

all ages and times of their work

and service, and it is ours to follow

them and obey.

Yours in service,

R. WOLFENDALE.

London Mission,

Chungking, West China.

COMMENT ON SYPHILIS.

Editor Journal : The Journal
for September has just come into

my hands and its contents are such

as to call for a few remarks. And

one can hardly commence without

adding one's quota to the testi-
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mony already given of the loss to

China of a great and good man.

Dr. Hodge was one whom I per

sonally greatly admired and respect

ed and whose going leaves a blank

in our medical missionary ranks.

The papers on syphilis are very

interesting. In this part of the

country, in spite of the prevalence
of all forms of syphilis, aneurism is

almost unknown. My own view of

the case is that aortic aneurism at

least depends on three causes work

ing together
—

syphilis, alcohol and

the circulation in the blood of the

products of the excessive consump

tion of butcher's meat. Strain

may be the determining factor, but

is not the cause. I have yet to

meet a case of aneurism in this

region and only know of one or

two having been recorded.

Chinese doctors undoubtedly use

mercury, and I have had several

cases under my care of serious

salivation brought about in this

way. There is no evidence in this

region that they know anything
about the value of the iodides.

And it must be remembered in

calculating the results of syphilis
on the life of a nation that the

mortality of unborn children is

frightful. Again and again I meet

cases who have had three, four, and

five abortions from this cause, and a

great many of the children born of

syphilitic parents at full term die

soon after birth.

Secondly, the question of attenua

tion of virus must be taken into

account in the question of the sub

sequent history of these syphilitic
cases. While I have seen cases as

severe in their destruction of tissue

as any of the old museum specimens
at home, in many cases the sub

sequent history of an untreated case

of syphilis is not what one would

expect.

With regard to its effects on the

nervous system undoubtedly these

are rare. Locomotor ataxia is al

most unknown on this region. But

here again one seems to be dealing
with a complex cause.

In the locomotor ataxia cases of

Western lands, probably it is rare

to find a case that has not at some

time or other taken a fair amount

of alcohol, even though they may

not in any sense be drunkards.

And the rush and strain of Western

life has not yet penetrated this laud

to any great extent.

I am, yours, etc.,

J. Preston Maxwell.

Engchhun, Amoy,
October 15th, 1907.

THE PATENT MEDICINE EVIL.

Editor Journal : Has the C. M.

M. A. ever taken any action toward

warning the Chinese government
of the evils of the importation and

use of patent medicines ? The

Chinese are sure to "swill" mil

lions of dollars worth of either

inert or harmful trash and enrich

the patent medicine vendors. China

will be a great field for exploitation.
I shall be glad to know if some

thing has been done, and if not yet,
whether action could be taken.

Thanking you in advance, I am,

Yours very sincerely,
Chas. W. Service.

Kiating, Szchuan,

September 12th, 1907.

P. S. — Congratulations on the

July number of the China Medical

Journal. It is capital I think.

ankylostomiasis.

Editor Journal : In reading the
No. 4 of the China Medical Jour
nal my eye fell on the remarks

made by James L- Maxwell, M.D.,
on certain cases of anaemia which he

had found to be cases of ankylosto
miasis. So I asked myself : "Have

you also failed in your duty in

those cases ? I also have seen here
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in mjr work, being since July, 1906,
here in Chungking as physician
to the Imperial German Consulate

many cases as pictured by Mr.

hope they will arrive in good con

dition to be recognized as such.

Two male worm I found I kept for

demonstration.

Maxwell and have vainly tried • Dr. Wolfendale, London Mission

to help them. And only a few Hospital, encouraged me to send

weeks afterwards I got the proof
' this notice to the Journal as a

that I have been wrong, very often j small grain, contributed to the heap

perhaps, in treating such cases as , of knowledge to be collected by the

malarial. I found in two cases
' medical men in China.

of anaemia, oedema, ascites the

eggs of ankylostomum. As neither

Dr. McCartney nor Dr. Wolfendale

told me anything about ankylosto
miasis here, so it may be perhaps
useful for the gentlemen and ladies

on work in Szechuan to know

that ankylostomum is found in

Chungking.
I enclose a small tube containing

some female worms in glycerin and

Hoping that you will excuse the

trouble with my interest in the

object.

I am, Dear Sir,

Yours very faithfully,

Dr. Assmy,

Surgeon in the German Army.

Chungking,

October 5th, 1907.

METHODS OF MISSIONS.

By the Rev. Lord Willaim Gascoyne-Cecil.

The fifth method is, perhaps, the most attractive to the onlooker.

Medical missions have done a stupendous work in China ; more than

anv other form of missions they have shaken the prejudice against the

West. We saw many of these missions, all well appointed. Perhaps

the one that impressed us most was that of Dr. Main at Hangchow.

He has established such a position in that city that when one walks

round the vast city of Hangchow with him, one finds it hard to believe

that Europeans were ever unpopular in China ; and when one enters

his leper refuge and sees the happy smiles of welcome on the faces of

the poor sufferers, one understands the reason of his popularity. The

Mandarin Che Tseng, who spoke excellent French, and who was in

charge of the questions that concern foreigners in this province, told us

that there was no friction in that city with Protestant missions—which

I suggest is owing to Dr. Main's influence. But I feel it is invidious to

mention any one hospital as excellent ; for all we saw, and we saw

fifteen, were excellently managed. At Shanghai we met the members

of the Medical Missionary Conference ; they all pleaded for more nurses

to help to train the Chinese women in the science of nursing. They

also urged that hospitals should be better staffed and that more medical
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schools should be started, and told us how intelligent and efficient their

Chinese pupils were as operators, in spite of the great disadvantage in

which they were placed owing to the objection the Chinese have to

dissection ; at Jessfield, as illustrating this point, they have to point out

to the student that the skeleton in the laboratory has a high nose-bone

and therefore could not be a Chinese ; otherwise they would be afraid

of touching it for fear of being haunted. The English as opposed to

the American missions wanted money. Whatever faults the Americans

have as a nation, generosity is certainly one of their virtues. Perhaps

I might mevition the Women's Hospital at Canton, of the American

Presbyterian Female Medical Mission, as an example of American

generosity and efficiency. It was also very interesting as an instance

of how much can be done to help the women of China by training

native women as doctois. When we visited the hospital, Miss Fulton,

M.D., was unfortunately ill, but her place was well filled by Miss Lunn,

a Chinese lady doctor, who spoke English admirably. She took us

round the hospital, looking most professional in her national dress,

which in Cantou consists of a black coat and trousers. She told us how

gladly her compatriots welcomed her skill, and how necessary it wis in

China for women to be attended by women.
—From The Times.

personal IRccorfr.

MARRIAGE.

At Wuhu, China, October twenty-sixth, 1907, Dr. Edgerton Haskell

Hart to Caroline, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Horace Herbert

Maddock.
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Hist of flDember*

OF THE

flDeoical flDissionar\> association of Cbtna.

ACTIVE MEMBERS.

Date of

Arriral.

1907

1902

1906

1908

liJSQ

1905

'893

19°5

1908

1 901

I903

1902

I9°5

1907

1903

1899

189O

l8QO

Adkins, Russel E. , m.d. (U. of Penn.)

Aitken, Miss L, L.R.C.P. & s.

Allan, Frank F.
, M.D. (Denver)

Anderson, Miss Esther, m.d. (Ohio Med. U.)

Anderson, John A
, .m.d.

Anderson, Peter, L.R.C. P. & s.

Anderson, Robert A., a.m., m.d. (Rush.)

Anderson, William J. Webb, M.D.
,
cii.b.

(Leeds) M.B. (Victoria, Manch.)

Aspland, William Harold Graham, M.D., cm.

(Toronto), m.r.c.s. (Ed.), L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

(Eng.)(?tar3f)

Avison, Oliver R. , m.d. ,
cm. (Victoria & Toronto

' '

Severance Hospital
"

Ayers. T. W., m.d.

Baldwin, Jesse H., m.d. (U. of Kansas.)

Balme, Harold, f. r.c.s. (Eng.)

Barlow, C. Heman, m.d. (North-west.)

Barrie, Howard Green ( QjR), m.d. (Ti
Canada)

Kidd (EtfiSi),

A.B.M.U.

U. F.C.S.

C.M.M.

A. P.M.

C.I.M.

E.P.M.

Ilauge'sSyd.

Swatow.

Liaoyang.

Penghsien, Chengtu.

Soochow.

Taichowfu, Chekiang.

Takow, Formosa.

Fanchang, Hupeh.

Wesleyan Fatshan.

Ch. of Eng. Peking.

')
S.P.M. Seoul, Korea.

S.B.C. Hwanghsien via C'foo.

M.E. M. Taianfu, Shantung.

E.B.M. Taiyuanfu, Shansi.

A.B.M.U. Huehow.

nty,

Baxter, Alexander

CH.B. (Ed.)

Beam, Albert J., m.d.

Beath, Miss Nina H. (fjj), M.B., ch. b. (Ed.)

Beatty, Miss Elizabeth, l.r.c p. & s.

Beatty, John C'olley Pounder, m.b., d.cii,

(Dublin)

Beebe, Robert C. (ik>&), M.D.

Behrents, O. S., M.D.

Bement, Miss Lucy P. (1(E), M.D.

Benn, Miss Rachel (j£), m.d.

Berkin, Mrs. John («<t Leila Uuoliulc) m.d

(Woman's Med. School, Penn.) (fl-)

Kuling.

L.M.M. Yungpingfu, Chihli.

tef.Ch.inU.S. Vochow, Hunan.

E.P.M. Swatow.

1. P.M. Kuangning, M'churia.

C.M.S. Hangchow

M.E.M. Nanking.

Am. Luth. Juning, Honan.

A.B.C.F.M. Shaowu, via F'chow.

M.E.M. Taianfu, Shantung.

Kuling, Kiangsi.
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L.M.S.

Dutt of Name. Society.

A rriral.

1907 Berst, William L. (&fflM), m.d. (U. of Penn.) A.P.M.

1904 Betow, Miss Emma J. (^l^/ftf) m.d. (South-western

Homeopathic) "Margaret Eliza Nast MemT"

1892 Bigler, Miss R. M. (g), m.d.

Blair, Charles E., M.B., CH. li. (Ed.)

1892 Bliss, E. L. (|g), m.d.

Boggs, Mrs. J. J. (ne'e Ruth Bliss), M.D.

1 Boone, Henry W. (4?J0J) M.D. (U. of N. Y.)

"St. Luke's"

1 Booth, Robert T. (?$) m.b., ch.b. (R.U.I.)
D.T.M. (Cantab.)

1 Boyd, H. W., M.D.

, j Bradley, J. W., m.d.

1906 Bragg, Thomas (X&SL), L.R.C.P. & s.

1905 Bretthauer, Miss Emilie, B.D., m.d.

Broomhall, Benjamin C. , F. R.c. s. ,
I.. R.c. P. (Eng. ) E. B. M

Bryan, Herman C, M.D.

Bryson, Mrs. A. G. (ne'e Lenwood), m.b.,

ch.b. (Ed.)

1904 Bryson, Miss Margaret Edith, m.b., ch.b.

(Glasgow)

1891 Butchart. James (ifg), M.D.

1907 Byles, Miss Hilda M., m.b., b.s. (London)

1903 Bynon, Miss Margaret Hughes, m.d. (Worn.

Med., Phil.)

1891 Canright, H. L. (fl-), M.D.

1887 Carleton, Miss M. E. ($i), M.D.

Carr, John C, m.d., f.r.c.p. (Ed.)

1931 Carr, Sydney Herbert, M.D., M.R.c.P. (Ed.)

1891 Case, J. Norman (ff), M.D.

1898 Cattell, Miss Frances F. (JU), m.d. (Worn. Med

Col. of Penn. ) "Tooker Memorial"

1901 Charles, M. R., m.d.

1882 Christie.DugalddfJ'gll), f.r.c.p., L.R.C.S. (Ed.
"Moukden Hospital"

1904 Churchill, Herbert Melville, m.r.c.s., l.r.c.p.

(London). (Jgti^), "C.M.S. Hospital"

1902 Clark, Walter Thomas, M.D. (Western U.

London, Ont.) 0K3SJ8)

1902 Clift, Harry Lechmere, m.d., ch. b. (Ed.)

« a &>

1899 Cochran, Samuel, m.d. (Phys. & Surg., N.Y.)

1897 Cochrane, Thomas (fSf), M.B., CM. (Glas.)

1905 Cole, Alfred F., m.r.c.s., l.r.c.p. (Eng.)

1899 Cooper, MissEffieB.
,
m.d. (Worn. Med. Cincin) A.P.M

Cooper, Miss F. M. (gg), l.s.a.

1906 Corlies, Miss Anna Evans, m.d. (Worn. Med,

Col. of Pen.)

Station.

Changteh.

M.E.M. Sienyu, Fukien.

U.B. inC. Canton.

L.M.S. Tingchowfu, Amoy.

A.B.C.F.M Shaowu, Foochow.

A.P.M. Canton.

A.P.E.M. Shanghai.

W.M.S. Hankow.

A.P.M. Canton.

S.P.M. Sutsien, via C'kiang.

L.M.S. Weichun, Shuntehfu.

A.B.M.U. Hanyang, via H'kow

E.B.M. Taiyuanfu, Shansi.

A.P.M. Xodoa, Hainan.

Tsangchow, Chihli.

E.P.M. Chuanchowfu.

F.CM. Liichowfu, via Wuhu.

L.M.S. Hankow.

A.P.M. Weihsien, Shantung.

M.E.M. Chengtu, Sze.

M.E.M. Mingtsinghsien.

C.I.M. Pingyangfu, Shansi.

C.I.M. Kaifeng, Honan.

Weihaiwei.

A.P.M. Soochow.

M.E.M. Nanchang, Kiangsi.

U.F.C.S. Moukden.

C.M.S. Kienningfu, F'chow.

C.I.M. Talifu, Yunnan.

Emmanuel 1

Med. Mis. ) Nanning, Kwangsi.

A.P.M. Hvvaiyiian An.

L.M.S. Peking.
C. M. S. Ningpo.
A.P.M. Tsingtau.

C.E.Z.M. Loyiianhsien, F'chow

A. B. M. U. Yachowfu, Sze.
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Date of

Arrival.

Xante. Society.

L.R,CS. & P. L.M.S.1890 Cormack, James G

Cousland, Philip Brunelleschi, M.B., CM. (Ed.)

(ft ffil 88) E.P.M.

I Cox, George A. (ff), l.r.c.p. & s. C.I.M,

I Cox, James Ralph (ft$&R3), m.d., cm. (McGill)

"Jenshow Hospital" C.M.M.

1 Crawford, Wallace, M.i>.,c.M.(WestU., Ld.Ont.) C.M.M.

1902 Crooks, Miss Emma M., m.b., ch.b., b.a.o.

(Royal U. Ire.)

1907 Cundall, Edward, M.B., CH. B. (Vict.)

Cutler, Miss Mary M., M.D.

Currell, II., M.B.

Daniel, T. H., m.d.

1889 Davenport, Cecil J., F.R.CS., 1. R.C.P (Eng.

"Shantung Road Hospital"

1901 Davidson,William Henry,M.R.C.s., L R.c P.(l£ng ) F. F. M

1907 Davies, Arnold (gc %fe ,g), m.b., ch. b. (Ed.
''Roberts Memorial"

1900 DeVol, George F., m.d. (Phys. and Surg.

1900 DeVol, Mrs G. F. (ne'e Isabella French

Dipper, E., M.D.
"

Faber's Hospital"

1897 Dobson, W. H., m.d.

1895 Dow, Miss Jeanie ({£}), M.B., cm.

Draper, Frances L., M.D. (Chic. Horn.)

1901 Edmonds, Miss A. M., m.d. (Chicago.)

1882 Edwards, E. H. (*g), M.B., cm. (Ed.)

1906 Eich, Gottlieb Ludwig F'riedrich, m.d. (Marburg)

"Tungkun Hospital" (fgj&0i) Rhenish M

1904 Ellerbek, Soren Anton (fjj*!g]j£), M.U., CH. K. (Ed. )
"Danish Mission Hospital"

1904 Ensign, Charles F. ,
M. n. (Phys. 4; Surg., Kanb. )

Ernsberger, Miss Emma, M.D.

1900 Eubank, M. D., M.D.

1901 Evans, Philip S., Jr., M.D.

Ewan, R. B. (<£), M.D., CM.

1887 Fahmy, A. (£»), M.B., CM. (Ed.)

1895 Fearn, J. B., M.D.

1895 Fearn, Mrs. J. B., M.D.

Ferguson, J. Young, m.a., m.d., cm.

(Q. Col. Can.)

1898 Fleming, Miss Emma Elva, M.n. (Chicago)

Follwell, E. D., m.d.

1899 Fowler, Henry ((S'Jgt:), L-R-C.p. & s.

1905 Fouts, Frederick, m.d. ( ft jjjg '& ) (John

Creighton Med. Col., Omaha) "Ichowfu

Men's Hospital"

1905 Freeman, Claude Wesley, M.B., B.s. (Toronto)

(§g) "Chungking Gen'l Hosp. for Men"

I. P.M.

W.M.S.

M.E.M.

Australian Pres.

A.P.M.

L.M.S.

L.M.S.

N.Y.) Am. F.M.

m.d. Am. F.M.

Gen' Ev. Prot. M i

A.P.M.

C. P.M.

M.E.M.

M.E.M.

E.B.M.

Station.

Shanghai.

Chinkiang.

Jenshow, Sze.

Penghsien. Szechuan

Kirin.

Hankow.

Seoul, Korea.

Chinju, Korea.

Kunsan, Korea.

Shanghai.

Tungchwan Sze.

Tsangchow, Chihli.

Nanking.

Nanking.

. Tsingtau.

Yeungkong, Canton.

Changte Ho.

Singiu, Fukien.

Chungking.

Taiyuanfu, Shansi.

TnngUun, CanLon.

Dan. Luth. Antung, Manchuria.

M.E.M. Taianfu, Shantung.

M.E.M. Seoul, Korea.

A.B.M.U. Huehow.

S.B.C. Yangchow.

C.M.M. Chengtu.

L.M.S.
*

Changchowfu, Amoy

M.E.M. Shanghai.

M. E. M. Shanghai.

C.P.M. Tamsui, Formosa.

A.P.M. Ichowfu, Shantung.

M.E.M. Pyengyang, Korea,

L.M.S. Siaokan, Hupeh.

A.P.M. Ichowfu.

M.E.M. Chungking.
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Date of

Arrival.

Society.

1908 Fullerton, Miss F. C, M.D. "St. Elizabeth's" A.P.E.M.

1884 Fulton, MissMary H., m.d. (Med. Col. of Penn.) A.P.M.

"
David Gregg Hospital for Women and Children, etc."

1893 Garner, Miss Emily (%), M.D. W.U.M.

1892 Gaynor, Miss Lucy A., m.d. Am. F.M.

1897 Gibson, Robert Maclean (j£) m.b., cm. (Ed.)
"Alice Memorial Hospital, etc." L.M.S.

1900 Gillespie, John R., m.b., B. ch. (R.U.I.) I. P.M.

1882 Gillison, Thomas Qffi), m.b., cm. (Ed.) L.M.S.

1892 Gillison, Mrs. T. (nee Hart), l.r.c.p. & s. L.M.S.

1898 Glenton. Miss Mary Vernon, m.d. (N'western

U., 111.) Crt ma Bi) "Elizabeth Bunn

Memorial" A.P.E.M.

1885 Gloss, Miss A. D. (%), m.d. M.E.M.

1903 Goddard, Francis Wayland (15), m.d. A.B.M.U.

Goldsmith, A. W.
, M.B..CH. B.(Trinity, Dublin) C.M.S.

1893 Gordon, Robert Tohn, m.b., b. ch., b.a.o.

(R.U.I.) (T & If) i-r-M-

1896 Gotteberg, Mrs. J. A. O. (R.B.), M.D.,

(Worn. Med. N.Y.) (jfc) Nor. M.S.

1901 Graham, Andrew, l.r.c.p. k s. C. Scot. M.

1906 Grandin, Miss Lilian Mary, l.r.c.1'. & >.

"Sunshine Terrett Hospital" U. Meth. Mis

1888 Grant, J. S. (jg), M.D. A.B.M.U.

1892 Greig, James A. (jfj), K.R.C.s., L. k.c.p. (Ed.) I. P.M.

Grierson, Robert, M.D. (Halifax) C.P. M.

1897 Guinness, Gershom Whitfield, b.a., m.b.,b.

CH. (Canub.) (■&) "C.I.M. Hospital" C.I.M.

Charles Robert, m.d. (Yanderbilt U.,

1906

1906

I9°?

1893

1907

'9°3

Hagei,
Tenn. ) (& M Q)

Hall, Asa Z.
,
m.d.

Hall, Francis J., M.D. (Johns Hopkins)

Hall, J. A., m.d., CM. (U. of Manitoba)

Hall, Mrs. Rosetta Sherwood, M.D.

Hamilton, Miss Annie J., m.d.

Hanington, Miss Mabel Louise ( $£ ), m.b.

(Toronto), M.D. , cm. (Trinity)

Harris, Miss Lucy Elizabeth, M.B. (London)

Hart, Edgerton Haskell, m.d (U. of N.Y.)

(It-ISfc) "Wuhu General Hospital"

Hatfield, Miss Lena, a.b.,m.d.(C. Ph.&S, Chic.

Hayes, Charles A
,
m.d. (U. of. S. Cal.)

Hayes, Mrs. Alice J., M.D., (U. of S. Cal.)

Hearn, T. O., M.D. (Maryland Med. Col.)

Hemingway, Willoughby A., m.d. (Rush.)
(WWffi) "Taiku Congregational Hospital"

Henry, Miss A., M.D.

Hewett, J. W. (f£), m.r.c.s., l.r.c.p. (Eng.)

A.B.C.F.M

A.B.M.U.

A. P.M.

A.P.M.

M.E.M.

W.U.M.

C.M.S.

F.F.M.

M.E.M.

M.E.M.

S.B.C.

S.B.C.

S.B.C.

C.M.M.

C.I.M.

Shanghai.

Canton.

Shanghai.

Nanking.

Hongkong.

Moukden.

Hankow.

Hankow.

Wuchang.

Peking.

Shaohingfu, Ningpo.

Funingfu, Fukien.

Kwanchengtze.

Changsha.

Ichang.

Chaotung, Yunnan.

Ningpo.

Kirin.

Songchin, Korea.

Chenchow, Honan.

Hongkong.

Ningyuanfu, S/.c.

Peking.

Iloilo, P. I.

Pyengyang, Korea.

Shanghai.

Ningteh, Fukien.

Tungchwan, Szc.

Wuhu.

Foochow.

Wuchow.

Wuchow.

Pinglu.

Taikuhsien, Shansi.

Chenglu.

Suitingfu, Sze.
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Date of

An-ira/.

Society.

Hills, Oscar V. , M.D. (Univ., Penn.)

Hirst, J. W., m.d.

1872 Hoag, Miss Lucy (H JJ ^J), M.D.

1894 Hogg, Alfred, (^g) m.d., cm. (Aberdeen)

1885 Hopkins, N. S. (U), m.d.

1S96 Horner, Miss Mary C.
,
L.R.C.P. & s.

1S99 Hotvedt, Ingvald M. J., M.D. (U. of Mich.)

(tftttft)

Houghton, Henry S.
,
ph.b.

,
m.d. (Johns Hopkins)

1905 Hume, Edward Hicks, M.D. (Johns Hopkins)

(S8 31) "Yale Mission Hospital"

1895 Eng, Miss Hu King (ffrfeiSSI), M. D. (Worn. Med.

Col. of Penn.)
"
Woolston Memorial"

18S9 Hum ley,GeorgeArthur ]ohn, M. D.(U. ofVermont]

1887 Ingram, J. H. (ffi), m.d. (U. of Penn.)

1904 Jenkins, Herbert Stanley, M.D. (Lond.)

H.R.C.S. (Eng.)(HJgJB) E.K.M.

1901 Jeffervs, William Hamilton, M.D. (U. of Penn.)

('§(!*) "St. Luke's"

1889 Johnson, Charles F. (f$), M.D.

1898 Jones, A. Fletcher (fi|i), l.r.c.p. & s.

1905 Jones, John, m.r.c.s., l.r.c.p. (Lond.)

1896 Judd, Frederick Hudson, b.a., m.b., b.CH.

(Cantab k Lond.) (jjft, fe $)

Kahn, Miss Ida, M.D.

1903 Keeler, Joseph Leonard, m.d. (N.Y. Homeo.)

"Martyr's Memorial"

1S98 Keers, Mrs. John (nee McMordie), L.R.c.P.&s.

1897 Keller, Frank A. (g), m.d. (U. of N.Y.)

1899 Kelly, William, M.D. (Nashville)

1895 Kember, Arthur T., F.R.CS. (Eng.)

1888 Ketring,Miss MaryE.,M.D.(Wom.Med.Col.N.Y.)
(\@fc f| $|J) "Gamble Memorial''

1891 Kilborn, Omar Leslie, M.D. (Queen's U., King

ston, Canada) (£gc jg g£)

Kilborn, Mis. O. L., m.d.

1889 Kinnear, H. N. (fc), M.D.

1907 Kirk, John, M.B., CH. B. (Ed.) New

1902 Kirkwood, Thomas, m.b.,CM. (Glasgow)

Koons, Miss Sue L., m.d. (U. of 111.)

1906 Krumling, F. C, m.d.

A.P.M. Chefoo.

A. P. M. Seoul, Korea.

M.E.M. Chinkiang.

C.I.M, Chefoo.

M.E.M. Peking.

U.F.C. Moukden.

Hauge's Syn.. Fancheng, Hupeh.

M.E.M. Wuhu.

Yale Changsha.

M.E.M. Foochow .

)
A.B.M.U. Hanyang.

A. B.C. F.M. Tungchow Chi.

Sianfu.

A.P.E.M.

A.P.M.

Shanghai.

Ichowfu.

E.M.M.

U.M.F.C.

Ningtsing, Tientsin.

Ningpo.

C.I.M.

M.E.M.

Jaochow, Kiangsi.

Nanchang, Kiangsi.

M.E.M.

I. P.M.

C.I.M.

Xh.inU.S.A

Changli, Chihli.

Chinchowfu,

Newchwang.

Changsha.

. Chenchow, Hunan.

C.M.S. Hangchow.

M.E.M. Chungking.

Kuhne, John E. (|),u.i).

Lait, Mrs. L. B., M.D.

Landsborough, David (SB),

Lasell, Sydney L., m.d.

C.M.M.

C.M.M.

A.B.C.F.M.

Zealand Presb,

L.M.S.

M.E.M.

Ev. Assoc, ofN. Am.

Rhenish M.S.

S.P.M.

m.b., cm. (Ed.) E.P.M.

A. P.M.

Chengtu.

Chengtu.

Foochow.

Canton.

Tientsin.

Taianfu, Shantung.

Chenchow, Hunan.

Tungkun.

Chunju, Korea.

Tainan, Formosa.

Kachek, Hainan.
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Date of Name. Society.

Arrival.

1905 Laycock, Albert Penard, M.B., CH. B. (Cantab)
m.r.c.s., l.r.c.p. (Eng.) C.I.M.

1904 Layton, E. A., m.d. F.C.M.

1906 Lee, Claude M., m.d. A.P.E.M.

1895 Lee, MissVenieJ., m.d. S.P.M.

1895 Leonard, Miss Eliza E. (fg), m.d. (U. of Mich.) A.P.M.

1S97 Leslie, Percy C.(g), m.d., m.r.c.s. ,
C.P.M.

Lewis, Charles, M.D. A.P.M.

Lewis, Miss Elizabeth F.
, m,d. (U. of Penn. ) A.P.M.

1902 Lewis, Stephen C. (ffll$«-fc), m.d. (U. of Penn.) A.P.M.

Li Bi Cu, m.d. (Phil Women's M. C.) M.E.M.

Lincoln, Charles S. F. , M. D. A. P. E. M.

1896 Livingstone-I.earmonth, Basil Lockhart, m.b.,

CM. (Ed.) (f: ffi -fc) I.P.M.

Livingstone-Learmonth, Mrs.A.M., M.B.cn.B.(Ed.)I.P.M.

1897 Logan, Oliver Tracy (H^jjgl), m.d. (Med. Col.

of Indiana A.
"

Sunday School Hospital" A.P.M.

Louthan, A. D.
,
m.d. (U. of Virginia.) S.B.C.

1894 Lowry, George Davis N, (SlJSf'fc), M.D (Phvs.
& Surg., N.Y.) M.E.M.

1S79 Lyall. Alexander (JH%t))), M.B., cm. (Ed.) E.P.M.

1901 Lyon, Charles Hodge, M.D. A.P.M.

1891 Lyon, Miss Ellen M. (%), M.D. (Worn. Med.,

Chicago)
"

Liang-an Women's and Children's

Hospital" M.E.M.

MacBean, Jessie A., m.d. (Toronto) C.P.M.

Macdonald, John A
, M.D., CM. CM. P.

1889 Machle, E. C. ((H), m.d. A.P.M.

Mackenzie, Marcus ($f). m.a., m.b., cm. (Ed.) C.M.S.

Mackey, Maud Aura,M.D. (Col.Med.,U. ofS. Cal.) A. P.M.

1886 Macklin, W. E. (,($), M.D. F.C.M.

1902 MacWillie, Tohn, m.d., cm. (Trinity, Toronto)

(JS«H)' "St. Peter's"

1881 Main, David Duncan, f.r.c.p., l.r.c.s. (Ed.)

(«$Jg)

1891 Marshall, F. W. (%), l.r.c.p. & s.

1899 Massey, Miss Ruth, M.B., B.s. (Lond.)

1892 Masters, Miss L. M. (fj|), m.d.

1901 Maxwell, James Laidlaw($|), m.d., b.s. (Lond.) E.P.M.

.(Lond.)
E.P.M.

1898 McAll, P. Lonsdale ($$,), m.k.. ch. b. (Ed.) L.M.S.

McBurney, Jean C, m.d. (W. Med. C. of Pa.) Ref. Pres.

McBurney, Kate W., m.d. (W. Med. C. of Pa.) Ref. Pres.

1885 McCandliss, H. M. (fl|), m.d. A.P.M.

1890 McCartney, James IL, m.d. (Western Reserve)

(mm m.e.m.

1888 McClure, William (g&ftS), m.d ,
cm. (McGill) C. P.M.

C.M.S.

E.M.M.

L.M.S.

M.E.M.

Maxwell, John Preston, m.b., b.s., f.r.c

Kaifeng.

Nanking.

Wusih.

Hangchow.

Peking.

Changte Ho.

Paotingfu.

Paotingfu.

Chenchow, Hunan.

Ngucheng, F"oochow

Shanghai.

Sinminfu, Manchuria.

Sinminfu.

Changteh, Hunan.

Chenchowfu, Ho.

Peking.

Swatow.

Tsining, Shantung.

Foochow.

Kongmoon.

Kongmoon.

Canton.

Foochow.

Paotingfu.

Nanking.

\. P.E.M. Wuchang.

Hangchow.

Laoling.

Wuchang.

Foochow.

Tainan, Formosa.

Yungchun, Amoy.

Hankow.

M. Takhing.

M. Takhing.

Kiungchow, Hainan.

Chungking.

\TOnwei, Honan.
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Date of

A rrival.

Name.

McCracken, Josiah C, M.D. (U. of Penn.)

Society.

Canton

Med. Col.

Station.

1906 McDonald, John Alexander, M. D.
,
c M. ( McGill) C. P.M.

1906

1905

1905

1906

1904

1905

1904

1904

1904

1886

1898

McKean, J. W., m.d. A.P.M.

McMillan, Miss Kate, m.d. C.P.M.

McMurtry, Shirley O., m.b., cm. (McGill) C.P.M.

McNeill, Miss Margaret Elizabeth, l.r.c.p. &

s., m.b., ch. B. (Glasgow) I.P.M.

McPhun, John Finlay (f|), M.B,, CM. (Glasgow) E.P.M.

Meadows, J. G., m.d. (Nashville) S.B.C.

Meadows, Mrs. Dorcas F., M.D. (Nashville) S.B.C.

Menzies, J., m.d. C.P.M.

Merwin, Miss Caroline S„ M.D. (U. of Calif.) A.P.M.

Miller, Miss Eliza Jane, m.b., CH. B. (Glasgow) U.F.C.S.

Montgomery, John Howard, M.B., CH. B. (Ed.)

mmn e.p.m.

Mitchell, Miss J. D., M.B., CH. B. (Glas.) I.P.M.

Mitchell, J. E. (:$j$£l)> M.D., CM. (McGill) L.M.S.

Morgan, Lorenzo B., M.D. (Johns Hopkins) S.P.M.

Morgan, Mrs. Ruth B., M.D. (Johns Hopkins) S.P.M.

Morley, Arthur (%), l.r.c.p. & s. W.M.S.

Myers, Miss Angie M., M.D. (Worn. Med. Col.

N. Y.) "St. Elizabeth's"

Muir, David T. (^), M.B., CM. (Ed.)

Neal, James Boyd (j||), M.D.

A.P.E.M.

U.F.C.S.

A.P.M.

1904

1882

Newell,MissMary, m.d. "Margaret Williamson" W.U.M.

1897

1882

Niles, Miss Mary West ($g), M.i>. A.P.M.

Nilsen, Jorgen Edvin, M.D. (Christiania) Nor. Mis.

O'Donnell, Miss Florence M„ m.d., cm.

(Dalhousie) C.M.M.

Oldt, Frank, m.d. U.B. in C.

Olpp, Gottlieb Friedrich Adolf, m.d. (Munich)

(3? % &.)
"

Tungkun Hospital
"

R.M.S.

Osgood, Elliott I., m.d. (gipiJH^j) (Cleveland
Col. of Phys. & Surg.) F.C. M.

Otte, J. A. (f|), M.D. Ref. Ch. in Am.

Pakenham, H. R. (Q), m.b., b. ch. (Dublin U.) C.M.S.

Palmborg, Miss Rosa W. ,
m.d. (Hahnemann,

Chicago) ()ffigl&) 7th Day Bap.

Pantin, Miss Mabel, l.s.a. C.E.Z.M.

Parish, R., M.D. (Indiana)

Park, William Hector, M.D. (Bellevue, N. Y.)

(ffHK) M.E. M.S.

Parry, Herbert m.r.c.s., l.r.c.p. (Eng.) C.I.M.

Paterson, James Lee Hamilton, m.b., ch. b.

(Ed.) (£) L.M.S.

Paterson, Thomas C. (Q), m.b. ,
cm. (Ed.) E.B.M.

Canton.

Kongmoon, Canton.

Chengmai, Siam.

Wonsan, Korea.

Weihwei, Honan.

Kwangchengtze.

Samhopa, Swatow.

Wuchow.

Wuchow.

Hwaikingfu, Honan

Tsinanfu, Shantung.

Moukden.

Changpu.

Fakumen.

Poklo, Canton.

Tsingkiangpu.

Tsingkiangpu.

Teian, Hupeh.

Shanghai.

Tiding, Manchuria.

Tsinanfu.

Shanghai.

Canton.

Yiyang, Hunan.

Chengtu.

Canton.

Tungkun.

Chuchow An.

Amoy.

Kienningfu, Fukien.

Shanghai.

Pingnan, Foochow.

Manila P. I.

Soochow.

Chentu, Sze.

Shanghai.

Tsowping, Shantung.
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Date of

Arrival.

ociety.

1905

1901

1906

1904

1894

1906

1902

i«93

1903

1 90S

Patterson, Mrs. B. C, m.d. (Worn. Med.

Col., Baltimore) S.P.M.

Patton, Mrs. C. E. (nee Mack) M.D.

(Women's Col., Penn) A.P.M.

Peake, Ernest C. (HSflffS). m.b ,ch. b. (Ed.) L.M.S.

Peill, Ernest John (}§), m.b., CM., F.R.CS. (Ed.) L.M.S.

Peill, Sydney G. (if), m.b., ch. b. (Ed.) L.M.S.

Pell, John Williams (£), L.R.C.S. & P. W.M.S.

Phillips, Miss E. Margaret, «. Sc., M.B., CH. B.

(Manchester) S.I'.G.

Phillips, Walter (&$&),M-«
,
»• CH. (R.U.L) I.P.M.

Plummer, William Edwin, (g, 3£ M) m.r.c.s.
i.R.c.p. (Eng.)

Polk, Miss Margaret Harrison, m.d. (Worn.

Med. Col., Phil.), (A HI) M.E.M. S.

Rees, Philip, B.A., B. sc, M.B., (Lond.) W.M.S.

Reifsnyder, Miss Elizabeth (H), m.d. W.U.M.
"

Margaret Williamson
"

Reid, Wightman T., m.d. M.E.M. S.

Riddel, Rev. William (gj), m.d. (Aberdeen) E.P.M.

Robertson, William Edgar, m.d. A.P.M.

Robson, John Kelsall, m.d. E.M.M.

Roys, Charles Kirkland,M.D.(Phys.&Surg.N.Y.) A.P.M.

Sandeman, Muir, (35), M.B., CM. (Ed.) E.P.M.

Sanders, James Herbert, m.d. , m.r.c.s.. l.r.c.p.

"Matilda Hospital" (London).

Sanger, F. m.d., d.p.h. (Cantab.) C.M.S.

Savin, L., (M), m.d., m.r.c.s., l. R.ci'.(Lond.) E.M.M.

Schoch, \'ictor, m.d. (Zurich) Basel M.

Scott, Mrs. A. K. (|g), m.d. A.B.M.U.

Scott, IdaM. ,M. D. (ClevelandHorn. Med. College) Ref. Pres.

Scott, William T., m.d., cm. (McGill) C.P.M.

Scranton, W. B., m.d.

Selden, Charles C, m.d., ph. d. "John G.

Kerr Refuge for Insane" A.P.M.

Service, CharlesWinfield, m.d. (Trinity, Toronto) C.M. M.

Seymour, Waller Frederick, M.D. (North- A.P.M.

western U.) (£«£*).

Shackleton, William C|5£|ii]?£), m.d., b. ch.,

b.a.O. (Trinity Col., Dublin) C.I.M.

Shelton, A.L., M.D. (Kentucky U.) F.C.M.

Shields, Randolph Tucker, a.b. (Wash. & Lee)

m.d. (U. Col. Med., Richmond) S.P.M.

Shire, Miss Mary J., L.R.C.P. & s. (Ireland) C.E.Z.M.

Shumaker, II. K., m.d.

Sibree, Miss Alice, l.r.c.p. & s. "Alice L.M.S.

Memorial Maternity"

Sutsien.

Yuenkong.

Hengchowfu, Hunan.

Peking.

Tsangchow, Chihli.

Paoking Hunan.

Pingyin, Shantung.

Newchwang.

I '.M.F.C.M. Wenchow.

Soochow.

Wuchow.

Shanghai.

Songdo, Korea.

Wukingfu, Swatow.

Hengchowfu, Hunan

Tongshan.

Weihsien.

Swabue, Swatow.

Hongkong.

Hinghua, Foochow.

Chaotung Yun.

Kaying, Swatow.

Swatow.

Takhing.

Kwaikingfu, Honan.

Seoul, Korea.

Canton.

Kiatingfu Sze.

Tengchowfu,
Shantung.

Chinkiang.

Tatsienlu.

Soochow.

Foochow.

Canton.

Hongkong.
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C.M.M.

L.M.S.

C.M.S.

U.F.C.S.

U.F.C.S.

M.E.M.

A B.C. F.

S.P.M.

M.E.M.

Date oj Name. Society.

Arrival.

Simms, MissM.Eva,m.b., ch.b., b. a.o. (R.U.I.) I.M.P.

1893 Sjoquist, John (ffc&3|), m.d. (Rush ) Swed. Ev.Mis.

Cov. of Am.

1897 Skinner, J. E. (ffc), m.d. M.E.M.

1901 Smith, Miss E. D., m.d. A.B.C.F.M.

1888 Smith, G. Purves, m.b., cm. (Ed.)

1896 Smith, W. E., (£E) m.d.

1904 Somerville, CharlesW., M.D. CH.B., D.PH.(Ed,

1896 Squibbs, Walter, F.R.CS., l.r.c.p. (Ed.)

1905 Starmer, Miss Ethel L., M.B.
,
cm. (Ed.)

1908 Stenhouse, John Maitland,M.B., B.C. (Cantab.) Un. \'ed. Col.

1896 Stewart, Mrs. H. B. (ne'e Cousins), M.D.

Stobie, Mrs., l.r.c.p. & s.

Stone, Miss Mary, m.d.

Stryker, Miss Minnie, m.d. (Won). Col., Pen

1906 Stuart, David Todd, m.d. (U. of Virginia)
"
Elizabeth Blake"

1886 Stuart, Rev. George Arthur (fji|i|ll$f), M-»-

1905 Stuckey, Edward Joseph, B,sc. , m.b., m.s,

(Adelaide)

1885 Swan, John M. (fjfj) M.D.

1895 Taft, Miss Gertrude, m.d. (U. of S. Cal.)
"
Hos. for Women & Children

"

(g $ *g)

Tallmon, Miss Susan B., m.d. (Chicago)

1893 Tatchell, Arthur William, M.R.C.S., l.r.c.p.

(London) (fjjj g| ifi>)

1906 Taylor, Adrian S., m.d. (U. of Virginia)

1905 Taylor, Harry Baylor, m.d. (U. of Virginia)
"St. James'" (|£ ft %)

Taylor, B. Van Someren («f), m.b., CM. (Ed.) C.M.S.

Teusler, R. B., m.d.

Thacker, Miss Louisa Graham, m.b., b.s. (Lond

1902 Todd, Paul J., M.D.

1902 Tompkins, Charles E., M.D.

1901 Tooker, Frederick J., m.d.

1901 Tooker, Mrs. F. J. (ne'e Mary E. Fitch), M.D.

Toy, W. B., m.d.

1895 Tribe, Miss Ethel Newton, M.D. (Lond.)
"

Shantung Road Women's" (^§^1)

1906 Tucker, A. W., m.d
, a.b. "St. Luke's"

1902 Tucker, Francis F. M.I). (Rush) "Williams'

(W-. Htl 9V)

1902 Tucker, Mrs. F. F.
,
m.d. (Worn. Med.,

Chicago) (ne'e Emma Boose)

1894 Burgh, Ernest D. Van der, m.d. (U. of City

of N.Y.; "Tooker Memorial" (£ ^ g|

Chinchowfu,
Manchuria.

Siangyangfu, Hupeh.

Iongbing, Foochow.

Inghok. ,,

Tientsin.

Kiating.

Wuchang.

Mienchuhsien, Sze.

Moukden.

Peking.

Hankow.

Kaiyuen, Manch.

Kiukiang.

Foochow.

Soochow.

Nanking.

L.M.S. Siaochan,;,

A.P.M. Canton.

M.E.M. Chinkiang.

A.B.C.F.M. Linchenghsien, Ch'li

W.M.S. Hankow.

S.B.C. Yangchow.

A.P.E.M. Anking.

C.M.S. Hinghua, Foochow.

A.P.E.M. Tokyo, Japan.

E.P.M. Chuanchowfu.

Canton.

A. B. M. U. Suifu.

A.P.M. Hwaiyuan An.

A.P.M. Hwaiyuan An.

A.P.M. Pitsaunlok, Siam.

L.M.S. Shanghai.

A.P.E.M. Shanghai.

A.B.C.F.M. Pangkiachwang.

A. B.C. F.M. Pangkiachwang.

Y

A. P.M. Siangtan, Hunan.
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Date

Arrii

1907

1885

'9°5

1907

1877

1903

1907

189S

1901

1897

1882

1893

1866

1894

1S95

1902

1907

1907

1904

1901

of Name. Society.

rat.

Venable, Wade Hampton, m.d. (U. of Virginia)
(AMI*) S.P.M.

Vortisch, Hermann (ifd ± $j), m.d. Basel Mis.

Watson, J. Russel, m.b. (Durham), m.r.c.s.

d.i-.h. (Cantab.) (ft) E.B.M.

Watson, Mrs. J. R. (ft), l.k.q.c p. &s. (Ireland) E.B.M.

Weir, H. H., m.b. (Cantab.), m.r.c.s. Ch. of Eng.

Wells, J. Hunter, m.d. S.P.M.

Wenham, HerbertV., M.B., B.s. (Lond. ) F.R.CS. UnionMedCol,

Westwater, H. M. (^) l.r.c.p. & s. U.F.C.S.

Whitmore, F'rank B., B.sc, M.D. (U. of Illinois) V. M.C.A.

Wheeler, Edwin Robert, M.B., B.s. (Lond.)

(3S¥&) Un. Med. Col.

Whitney, H. T., M.D. A.B.C.F.M.

Whiting, H. C, m.d. A.P.M.

Whyte, Geo. Duncan (ft?^), M.B., ch. B. (Ed.) E.P. M.

Wight, Andiew, M.B., ch. b. (Ed.) (Jg)
"

W.

C. Burns Memorial" E.P.M.

Wilkinson, J. R., m.d. (Med. Col. of. So. Car.)

(M £ 4.) "Elizabeth Blake" S.P.M.

Williams, Walter W., m.d. (Washington U.) M.E.M.

Wills, E. F. (0|), m.b., cm. (Ed.) L.M.S.

Wilson, William (H), m.b., cm. (Ed.) C.I.M.

Wittenberg, Herman (^^[1|), M.D. (Tubingen) Basel Mis.

Wolfendale, Richard, 1.. R.c.r. & s. (Ed.)

m Ji m

E), M.D.

1. (U. of Virginia)

(Kansas) (£ » #)

Woodhull, Miss Kate C.

Woods, James B. (flc), m.

Worth, George C. ,
M.D.

Wright, James M., M.D.

"Gregg Memorial"

Young, Andrew Y., l.r.c.p. & s. (Glasgow)

Young, Mrs. A. Y.
, m.a.

, M.D. (Baltimore.)

(ne'e Charlotte Murdock)

Young, Charles Whittier, m.d., b.s. (Johns

Hopkins) (# ^ %)

Young, Ernest McKillop, m.b.
,
ch. m. (Ed.)

Young, Ernest McKillop, l.r.c.p. & s.

(ne'e Sampson)

Young, W. A. ($g), M.B., cm. (Ed.)

L.M.S.

A.B.C.F.M.

S.P.M.

S.P.M.

Am. Ref. Pres. Mis.

E.B.M.

A.B.C.F.M.

U.F.C.S.

U.F.C.S.

U.F.C.S.

Kashing.

Kuchuk, Canton.

Tsingchowfu S'tung.

Tsingchowfu S'tung.

Chemulpo, Korea.

Pyengyang, Korea.

. Peking

Liaoyang, M'churia.

Nanking.

. Peking.

Foochow.

Chai Ryong, Korea.

Swatow.

Chaochowfu.

Soochow.

Inyan, Fukien.

Tsaoshih, Hupeh.

Suitingfu, Sze.

Kaying, Swatow.

Chungking.
Foochow.

Tsingkiangpu.

Kiangyin.

Takhing, Canton.

Sianfu.

Peking.

Ashiho, Kirin.

Ashiho, Kirin.

HailungchengMan.
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CORRESPONDING AND HONORARY MEMBERS.

Adams, W. F.
, m.d., d. d.s.

Aldridge, Rev. Arthur, m.r.c.s., l.r.c.p.

Barchet, S. P., m.d.

Blaikie, Mrs. Garden, M.B., CH. B. (Ed.)

Burnham, Miss Mary, m.d.

Coleman, R. J., m.d.

Crews, Rev. G. B., m.d.

Daly, C. de B,, m.d., cm.

Davis, Rev. D. II., M.A., D.D.

Eytinge, E. J., m.d.

Faries, W. R., m.d.

Farnham, Rev. J. M. W., d.d.

Feldmam;, C. Herman, M.D. (Munich)

Fryer, John, l.l.d.

Grant, Miss M. S., m.d.

Hearn, A. G., m.d.

Hickin, H., M.B., CM.

Horder, E. G., l.r.c.p. & s.

Irwin, J. O. M., m.d.

Jackson, J. W., m.b., cm.

King, Mrs. L. H. , m.d.

Lalcaca, C. , m.d.

Lambuth, Rev. W. R. , m.d.

Mabie, Catherine, M. D.

McFarlane, S. S., m.b., cm.

McLeod, Neil, m.d.

Milles, W.J., f.r.c.s.

Mills, C. F., m.d.

Moule, Rt. Rev. G. E., d.d.

Olsen, G. M. m.d.

Parrott, A. G., m.r.c.s., l.r.c.p.

Peck, A. P., m.d

Patrick, H. C, M.B., CM. (Glasgow)

Porter, Rev. H. D., m.d.

Reber, Hans, m.d.

Rennie, T., m.d., cm.

Savile, Miss Lily E. V., m.d.

Scudder, Ida, m.l.

Simpson, Sir Alex. R., m.d.

Smyth, R., m.b. ch. b.

Thomson, Ven. Archdeacon

Thomson, John C, m.b., cm.

West, B. F„ m.d.

Canada.

England.

Shanghai.

England.

Mexico.

Tientsin.

At home.

Newchwang

Shanghai.

U.S. Navy.

Orange, Cal., U.S.A.

Shanghai.

Eikardsheim, Minden, Germany

Berkeley, Cal.

U.S.A.

Soochow.

Weihaiwei.

England.

Tientsin.

Shanghai.

London Mission, Tientsin.

Shanghai.

U.S.A.

Congo.

In England.

Shanghai.

Shanghai.

Ningpo.

Hangchow.

U.S. Navy.

Shanghai.

Tientsin.

Shanghai.

La Mese, San Diego Co., Calif.

Canton.

Foochow.

England.

Vellore, India.

Edinburgh, Scotland.

England.

Shanghai.

Hongkong.

Seattle, U.S.A.

Shanghai, Oct. ic
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